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Abstract

The design, synthesis and self-assembly of supramolecular nanostructures with attrac-

tive physical and chemical characteristics have drawn much attention during recent

decades, mainly due to their applications in a vast number of fields, including chem-

istry, physics and engineering. The development of novel electronic devices, smart

surfaces and pre-programmed architectures, among others, have been envisaged.

The present thesis concerns to the self-assembly and the electronic properties of

π-expanded macrocycles into ordered supramolecular architectures, investigated by

means of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS) at the solid-

liquid interface between organic solutions and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG).

Particularly, self-assembled monolayers of macrocycles of four π-expanded macro-

cyclic oligothiophene 8-mers were investigated. One of the macrocycles, cyclo[8](3,4-

dibutyl-2,5-thienylene-ethynylene) 8T8A, contains eight ethynylenes, while two other

macrocycles are the photoisomers Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A, where two of the ethy-

nylenes in opposite positions of the ring are replaced by cis- and trans-ethylenes, re-

spectively. An additional macrocycle, E–8T7A, corresponds to seven ethynylenes and

one trans-ethylene groups.

STM height images reveal hexagonally ordered 2D-networks with small differences

in the unit cells. Current–voltage (I–V) characteristics confirm the expected donor-like

character of the macrocycles with very similar LUMO positions for all macrocycles,

and HOMO positions independent of the amount of ethynylene and ethylene groups.

Cyclic STS measurements indicate that Z,Z–8T6A switches to its isomer E,E–8T6A

after formation of a most stable cationic species, consistent with voltammetry and

chemical oxidation experiments. This result represents the first reported electrochemi-
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cal switching experiment under standard STM conditions. Additionally, the photoiso-

merization of Z,Z -8T6A to E,E -8T6A and E,E -8T6A to Z,Z -8T6A upon irradiation at

365 nm and 546 nm, respectively, was recognized at the solid-liquid interface. Further

statistical analysis confirmed a change of the measured unit cells.

Moreover, a robust multi-component self-assembly strategy has been demonstrated

based on hierarchical non-covalent interactions. A self-assembled monolayer of hydro-

gen-bonded trimesic acid at the interface between an organic solution and graphite

provides host-sites for the epitaxial ordering of Saturn-like complexes of fullerenes

with E,E–8T6A macrocycles in mono- and bilayers. STM tomography verifies the

formation of the templated layer, while molecular dynamics simulations corroborate the

conformational stability and assign the adsorption sites of the adlayers. STS determines

their rectification characteristics, and I–V characteristics reveal the modification of the

rectifying properties of the macrocycles by the formation of donor-acceptor complexes

in a densely packed all-self-assembled supramolecular nanostructure.

The combination of host-guest complexation based on weak interactions and the

switching capabilities and electronics transport characteristics of cyclic oligothiophenes

render them candidates for applications in the study of supramolecular engineered

systems with desirable (opto)electronic properties.

Keywords

self-assembly, scanning tunneling microscopy, scanning tunneling spectroscopy, conju-

gated macrocycles, π-expanded macrocyclic oligothiophenes, electrochemical switching,

molecular electronics, supramolecular engineering
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Zusammenfassung

Das Design, die Synthese und die Selbstorganisation von supramolekularen Nanostruk-

turen mit attraktiven physikalischen und chemischen Eigenschaften haben in den letz-

ten Jahrzehnten große Aufmerksamkeit auf sich gezogen. Dies ist hauptschlich auf ihre

Anwendungen in einer Vielzahl von Feldern in Chemie, Physik und Ingenieurwesen

zurück zu führen. Unter anderem ist die Entwicklung neuer elektronischer Geräte,

intelligenter Oberflächen und vorprogrammierter Architekturen vorgesehen.

In der vorliegenden Dissertation werden das Selbstaggregationsverhalten und die

elektronischen Eigenschaften von expandierten π-konjugierten Makrozyklen in geord-

nete supramolekulare Architekturen mit Hilfe von Rastertunnelmikroskopie (STM) und

Tunnelspektroskopie (STS) an Fest-Flüssig-Grenzflächen zwischen organischen Mole-

küllösungen und der Basalfläche von hochgeordnetem pyrolytischem Graphit unter-

sucht.

Insbesondere werden selbstorganisierte Monoschichten von vier expandierten

π-konjugierten makrozyklischen Oligothiophen 8-mere untersucht. Einer der Makro-

zyklen, cyclo[8](3,4-Dibutyl-2,5-Thienylen-Ethynylen) 8T8A, enthält acht Ethynylen-

gruppen. Zwei Makrozyklen sind die Fotoisomere Z,Z–8T6A und E,E–8T6A, bei de-

nen zwei der Ethynylengruppen an gegenüberliegenden Positionen des Rings durch

cis- bzw. trans-Ethylen ersetzt sind. Ein weiterer Makrozyklus, E–8T7A, besteht aus

sieben Ethynylen- und einer trans-Ethylengruppe.

STM-Höhenbilder zeigen 2-dimensionale hexagonale Gitter mit kleinen Unterschie-

den in den Abmessungen den Einheitszellen. Strom-Spannungs (I–V)-Kennlinien bestä-

tigten den erwarteten donor-artigen Charakter der Makrozyklen. Alle Makrozyklen

weisen sehr ähnliche Energien (Unterschied < 0.1 eV) der niedrigsten unbesetzten

Molekülorbitale (LUMO) auf. Desweiteren wird die Unabhängigkeit der Positionen
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der höchsten besetzten Molekülorbitale (HOMO) von der Anzahl der Ethynylen- und

Ethylengruppen nachgewiesen. Das Schalten von Z,Z–8T6A zu E,E–8T6A wird durch

STS zyklische Messungen angezeigt, nachdem die stabilste kationische Spezies ausge-

bildet wurde. Diese Ergebnisse bestätigten Voltammetrie- und Oxidationsexperimente

und stellen das erste elektrochemische Schalten unter Standard STM Bedingungen

dar. Außerdem wurden im STM in situ die Photoisomerisierungen von Z,Z -8T6A zu

E,E -8T6A und E,E -8T6A zu Z,Z -8T6A an der Fest-Flüssig-Grenzfläche durch die Be-

strahlung mit Licht einer Wellenlängen von 365 nm bzw. 546 nm beobachtet. Eine

statistische Analyse bestätigt die Veränderung der gemessenen Einheitszellen.

Darüber wird eine robuste selbstorganisierende Mehrkomponentenstrategie vorge-

stellt, die auf hierarchischen nichtkovalenten Bindungen basiert. Eine selbstorgani-

sierte Monoschicht aus Wasserstoffbrücken-gebundenen Trimesinsäuren an der Fest-

Flüssig-Grenzfläche bildet Wirtsstellen für die epitaktische Anordnung von Fullere-

nen mit E,E–8T6A Komplexen in Mono- und Doppelschichten aus. Mit Hilfe der

STM-Tomographie wird die Bildung der Templatschicht überprüft. Die Konforma-

tionsstabilität und die Adsorptionsstellen der Monoschichten werden mit der Hilfe von

Molekulardynamik-Simulation bestätigt. Die STS-Experimente bieten asymmetrische

I–V-Kennlinien. Diese zeigen die Modifikation der gleichrichtenden Eigenschaften der

Makrozyklen durch die Bildung von Donor-Akzeptor-Komplexen in einer dicht gepack-

ten, selbstorganisierten supramolekularen Nanostruktur.

Die Kombination von Wirt-Gast-Komplexen auf der Basis von schwachen Bindun-

gen mit der Schaltfähigkeit und den elektronischen Transporteigenschafte von makro-

zyklischen Oligothiophenen prädestinieren diese als Kandidaten für Anwendungen in

supramolekular konstruierten Systemen mit gewünschten (opto)elektronischen Eigen-

schaften.

Schlagwörter

Selbstaggregation, Rastertunnelmikroskopie, Tunnelspektroskopie, konjugierte Makro-

zyklen, π-expandierte makrozyklische Oligothiophene, elektrochemisches Schalten, Mo-

lekularelektronik, Supramolekulartechnik
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“If I have seen further it is by standing

on the shoulders of giants”

–Isaac Newton

Science is the endeavor towards acquisition of knowledge about our understanding of

nature. Ancient Greeks distinguished the organic forms of physis (nature) exhibiting

a self-development within itself, from techne (craft or art) implying mediation of an

external agent in order to bring change. Through scientific research we aim to gain

knowledge about the complexity of [our idealization of] nature. Nowadays, these an-

cient terms are bound through modern science (or scientific research) and technology

towards the progress of mankind or as we like to call it: scientific development. 1

Scientific research has pioneered discoveries and inventions throughout time: from

vaccines to the atomic bomb, telecommunications and computer revolution. During

the last decades, the field of nanotechnolgy, concerned with systems with characteris-

tic dimensions of nanometers (< 100 nm), have attracted great attention. Its multiple

applications in the fields of medicine, biology, physics and chemistry are still ongoing

ventures, which arise much expectation both for its positive outcomes and comprehen-

sive awareness of its risks.

This idea of the nano-scale miniaturization of devices and information was brought

forward by Richard Feynman in his famous speech “There’s a plenty of room at the

bottom” [3]. Along this lines, the first proposal of a single-molecule acting as an elec-

1 Here a more harmonized approach to the concepts of physis and techne from the point of view

of Philosophy of Technology is employed. See, for example, Lelas’s view of Science as Technology [1]

and Floridi’s introduction to the journal Philosophy and Technology [2].
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2 1. Introduction

tronic device was made by A. Aviram and M.A. Ratner in 1974 [4], which is commonly

accepted as the birth of molecular electronics. They proposed a molecular rectifier

consisting of a single asymmetric molecule with donor and acceptor groups separated

by an alkyl chain which served as bridge. Several years passed until it could be experi-

mentally demonstrated. Moreover, concerns about how small silicon-based transistors

can be practically shrunk, in order to preserve Moore’s “law” [5], has driven attention

towards organic/molecular electronics.

A number of techniques has been developed to investigate molecules and transport

across molecules, among which Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) was certainly a

major breakthrough. Invented in 1982 by Binnig, Rohrer, Gerber and Weibel [6], the

apparatus generates real-space images of surfaces with a resolution at the subnanometer

scale based on the quantum mechanical phenomenon of electron tunneling. The new

instrument was not only capable to resolve images of atoms and molecules, but to obtain

information on the electronic structure at a certain location in the sample by sweeping

the voltage applied in a related technique called Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

(STS).

Most of the research on molecules suitable for molecular electronics is focused on

π-conjugated systems, since they exhibit relatively small energy gaps between occupied

and unocuppied states and in some cases they can form stable ionic states. All key

molecules examined in this work are macrocyclic oligothiophenes.

For the creation of novel structures, a bottom-up strategy is followed using the

macrocycles as building blocks that arrange in two- and three-dimensional ordered

patterns driven by weak interactions. This strategy, called self-assembly, represents a

key concept in the field of supramolecular chemistry [7], i.e. a field of study featuring

the organization of molecules by means of non-covalent intermolecular interactions.

The type of molecular self-assembled networks studied in this thesis are stabilized by

reversible weak interactions such as hydrogen-bonding and van der Waals forces.

The aim of the present thesis is to study the organization and transport properties

of two- and three-dimensional self-assembled nanostructures using π-conjugated macro-

cyclic oligothiophenes by means of STM and STS. The molecules will be investigated

with respect to their physical and electrochemical characteristics and their switching



3

capability. Furthermore, complexation possibilities with other smaller molecules could

give rise to supramolecular architectures with combined functionalities and physical

properties.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes fundamentals, including

basic concepts, the theoretical basis and experimental results reported in the literature,

which are important for the understanding of this thesis. Chapter 3 describes the

materials, experimental equipment, set-ups as well as the theoretical models used to

describe the system. Experimental results and their discussion are detailed in chapter 4.

Finally, in chapter 5, conclusions and outlook are presented.





Chapter 2

Fundamentals

This chapter describes the basic concepts, theoretical fundamentals and the most im-

portant experimental results reported in the literature, which are the basis of this

thesis: first, a general view of the field of molecular electronics and its main key con-

cepts; second, the chemical, physical and thermodynamic description of the process of

self-assembly of molecules at a surface. Moreover, the technique of scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy is reviewed, including its theoretical principles, instrumentation, and

application to an adsorbed self-assembled monolayer.

2.1 Molecular electronics

Molecular electronics aims to use molecules as building blocks for the fabrication of

electronic components. Considering that molecules constitute the smallest stable struc-

ture possible, single-molecule electronics or unimolecular electronics realizes the use of

single (or very few) molecules for a precisely electronic function within an electronic

circuit. Since the first proposal of a single molecule rectifier by A. Aviram and M.A.

Ratner [4] several years passed until experimental results were reported by the groups

of G.J. Ashwell [8] and J.R. Sambles [9] using Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer films be-

tween two metal electrodes. Mark A. Reed and co-workers reported the first study

of conduction through a single molecule of benzene-1,4-dithiolate between two gold

wires [10]. Short before, Jürgen P. Rabe and co-workers showed, using Scanning Tun-

neling Spectroscopy (STS), that the current across aromatic moieties is larger than

5



6 2. Fundamentals

across aliphatic ones [11]. Similar results, using a different testbed, were obtained

short after by Paul S. Weiss and co-workers using also STS [12]. In this section 1

the main rectification mechanisms in single-molecule electronics are reviewed, later the

fabrication and measurement techniques and some notable examples of prototypical

molecular devices will be given.

2.1.1 Main concepts

The AR [4] design of a molecule that acts as a rectification system, consists of a single

molecule with two active head/tail groups separated by a σ-bonded tunneling bridge, a

D–σ–A molecule. One active group acts as a donor (electron-rich, D) and the other as

an acceptor (electron-poor, A) forming the simplest p–n junction when placed between

two electrodes. The purpose of the σ bridge is to partially decouple the molecular

orbital of the donor moiety from the acceptor moiety, yet allowing the intramolecular

charge transfer [18]. Figure 2.1a depicts the schematics of the electronic structure of an

AR rectifier when placed between two electrodes of the same material. The rectification

arises from the intrinsic asymmetric alignment of the frontier orbitals of the molecules

when placed in such junction. A few requirements are desirable for a AR molecule.

Good electron donors have smaller ionization potential ID compare to the acceptor ion-

ization potential IA. Conversely, good acceptors have larger electronic affinity AA than

the donor affinity AD. When the voltage at the acceptor electrode M2 is sufficiently

large, the position of Fermi energy EF of M2 is close to the lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital (LUMO) of the A moiety and the position of the Fermi energy of M1 is close to

the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the D moiety, causing a net transfer

of one electron from M2 to M1. The intramolecular electron transfer would be then a

one-step inelastic tunneling from the zwitterionic excited state D+–σ–A− to the ground

electronic state D0–σ–A0 [19]. On the other hand, when an opposite bias is applied to

the acceptor electrode M2, the electronic transfer process is blocked. Therefore, the

asymmetry of the arrangement can create rectification. Further contributions to the

1 Further reviews in (uni)molecular electronics include those by Salomon et al [13], Nitzan &

Ratner [14], Tao [15], Müllen & Rabe [16] and Metzger [17].
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current, such as direct tunneling from electrode to electrode and interfacial effects due

to the proximity of the moiety to the electrode are neglected from the AR design.

A conceptually different rectification mechanism was first qualitatively proposed by

Rabe and co-workers [20] after their experimental measurements in 1995 [11]. They

determined rectification characteristics through a hexi-peri -hexabenzocoronene (HBC)

moiety and explained the mechanism within the orbital-mediated tunneling model

(OTS) [21, 22, 23] or simply resonant tunneling. The model is based on the incre-

ment of the the probablity for electrons to tunnel through some small density of states

within the gap when the difference between a molecular frontier orbital (HOMO or

LUMO) and the Fermi level of the closer electrode decreases. This phenomenon causes

the tunneling current probability to increase when the applied bias shifts the Fermi

level of the electrode closer to the molecular orbital involved in the resonance[24]. Fig-

ure 2.1b shows qualitatively the OTS model for a donor and an acceptor molecule

asymmetrically aligned with the tunneling junction. Similarly to the AR-ansantz, the

donor ID is smaller than for the acceptor and acceptors AA is larger than for the donor.

In the case for the acceptor, the LUMO of the molecule lies closer to the Fermi level of

the substrate, thus at sufficiently positive substrate bias the tunneling current will in-

crease due to resonance with those extra filled states (central panel); conversely, at the

same negative sample bias (right panel), the current will not reach the extra HOMO

states of the acceptor, creating an asymmetry in the tunneling current with respect

to the applied bias. The situation is reversed for an electron donor [16]. Within the

OTS interpretation, the key function of rectification can be realized with a symmetrical

molecule [11, 25] and even with symmetrical electrodes.
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Figure 2.1 Rectification mechanisms. (a) AR-ansatz Schematic of the electronic

structure when a molecule D–bridge–A is placed between two electrodes M1 and M2.

Here, φ is the work function of the electrodes and V is the potential applied on the

left electrode. HOMO and LUMO of the donor and acceptor are depicted. At suffi-

ciently large positive bias at M1 electrons can tunnel from the HOMO of the donor

to M1 while the half-empty HOMO is refilled by the electronic flow from the half-full

LUMO of the acceptor (center panel). At the same opposite bias no major tunneling

contributions can be expected due to the intrinsic asymmetry of the arrangement (left

panel). (b) OTS Schematic of a donor (thick black lines) or acceptor (thick gray lines)

molecule located asymetrically between two electrodes, substrate M1 and tip M2, with

the molecule lying closer to the substrate. Within the OTS model, for the acceptor

resonant tunneling through the LUMO becomes possible at sufficiently large positive

substrate bias, while at the same opposite bias, no resonant contribution occurs. The

situation is reversed for the donor.
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2.1.2 Devices

From the first prototype of a device based on an organic molecule suggested by Aviram–

Ratner [4], most of the attention was paid to the development of two-terminal devices,

mainly resistors and rectifiers, but switches, memories and capacitors as well. Three-

terminal devices, i.e. transistors and amplifiers, represent the key to realize organic or

hybrid inorganic-organic systems as alternatives to modern inorganic electronics.

Fabrication and measurement

The Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) [26] technique was the first method used to prepare

monolayers of amphiphilic electroactive molecules from a water surface [8, 9]. LB

monolayers are created by slowly dipping (rising) a hydrophobic (hydrophilic) substrate

into (out of) the water where the molecules are spread. Similarly in the Langmuir–

Schaefer (LS) technique [27], the substrate is quasi-horizontally slid onto the molecule

film, as used successfully by the group of R.M. Metzger to generate monolayers where

LB technique fails [28].

Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of organic molecules are spontaneously formed

(assembled) at interfaces [29]. Covalently bonded SAM are created by submerging,

completely or partially, a solid substrate into a molecular solution. The molecules

chemically react with the surface atoms of the substrate, e.g. thiols on gold or mercury,

carboxylates on oxide-covered aluminium, chlorosilanes on silicon oxide. Also non-

covalent forces may induce the creation of ordered two-dimensional supramolecular

SAMs; in this case, van der Waals forces, hydrogen-bonding and π–π stacking are

examples of the main driving forces. This type of technique, creating supramolecular

architectures will be revisited more in detail in section 2.2.

In order to study the resulting monolayers, many approaches have been developed

to at least double contact the molecules. The cold-finger method places a cryogenic

cooled substrate (using liquiq N2 or Ar) holder to lower the temperature of the contact

metal being evaporated; the vapor could be further cooled by collisions with a neutral

gas, such as Ar, before reaching the shadow mask [30]. The mercury-drop technique [31]

uses a fresh mercury drop, with thiols chemisorbed on it, to contact another thiol SAM
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covalently bound to a Au substrate; finally a double layer SAM will be obtained.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [6] was the first technique that allowed to

electrically address single organic molecules [32], thus becoming possible to measure

current–voltage characteristics (STS) through a single molecule between two elec-

trodes [11]. The basic concepts of STM will be explained more in detail in section

2.3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) [33] and conductive atomic force microscopy

(C-AFM) [34] allow to control the tip-to-substrate distance and the force applied to

the molecule. C-AFM uses a heavily dopped Si probe or a metal coated probe. How-

ever, spatial resolution and the amount of molecules contacted by the probe electrode

strongly depend on the tip radius [35].

Mechanically controlled break junction (MCB), developed by Muller et al. [36], was

the first technique to manufacture metal gaps small enough to measure the conductivity

of a single molecule. This technique involves the controlled fracture of a thin Au wire

in its center using a piezo device; the width of the gap can be precise to within less than

0.1 nm. Reproducible measurements of single molecule resistance by repeated formation

of MCB for alkanedithiols have been obtained by statistical analysis of thousand of I–V

characteristics [37]. This promising technique, however, present many shortcoming and

instabilities mainly due to unwanted effects at the metal–molecule interface [15].

Molecules as devices

Figure 2.2 depicts a few examples of molecules that have been investigated due to their

capabilities to serve as active components in two- and three-terminal devices.

Molecules can function as resistors (conductive wires). From the Landau formula

in the linear regime, the quantum unit of conductance equals 2e2/h = (12.9 kΩ)−1,

which sets a limit for the conductance of a single molecule wire [14]. Experimentally,

starting with the work of Reed [10], using MCB, a single benzenedithiol 1 was shown

to have a conductance of 45 nS at 1Volt; if two molecules were attached to the junction

the conductance increased by a factor of 2. A SAM of n-dodecanethiol on Au(111)

exposed to small quantities of 4,4’-di(phenylene-ethynylene)-benzothioacetate 2, causes

the latter to protrude beyond the methyl-terminated molecules and to have higher

conductance when using a STM tip [12].
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Figure 2.2 Molecules as active devices. Selection of molecules studied as active

two- and three-terminal devices. 1 from [10], 2 from [12], 3 from [11], 4 from [9], 5

from [38], 6 from [39].
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The first confirmed rectifier was formed using the metal/LB/metal system for the

zwitterionic molecule 4, with a maximum rectification ratio of 27 [9], but showed

a poor behavior upon repeating cycles. Rabe and co-workers measured a diode-like

characteristics through an alkylated HBC 3 adsorbed on HOPG from a organic solution.

This rectifying behavior, measured with STS, is not directly related to the molecule

itself, but to the energetic positions of the molecular orbitals of 3 with respect to the

electrodes [11].

A switch requires two states that are at least kinetically stable. Based on the

original proposal of Fraysse and co-workers [40] for a molecular switch relying on the

photoisomerization in dithienylethenes, He et al. created a break junction of open

and closed forms of 5 by approaching an STM gold tip to a transparent Mica/Au sub-

strate. The I–V characteristics measured by STM showed single-molecule resistances of

526MΩ in the open form and 4MΩ in the closed form, though the photoisomerization

capabilities were affected by the metal surface [38].

A field-effect transistor (FET) requires a semiconducting channel connecting source

and drain electrodes, whose current through is controlled by the applied voltage to

the gate. Single-walled carbon nanotubes [41] and fullerenes [42] have been used as

a channel. A new conceptual type of FET was proposed by Jäckel and co-workers,

using a HBC molecule decorated by six anthraquinone-like groups 6 and a 9,10-

dimethoxyanthracene (DMA). When the molecule 6 gets adsorbed at the basal plane

of HOPG, the current–voltage characteristics through the HBC core are determined;

upon addition of a solution of DMA, the transport through the HBC core changes due

to the gate effect of the DMA, tip and substrate played the source and drain roles [39].
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2.2 Self-Assembly of molecules at surfaces

Self-assembly is one of the key concepts in supramolecular chemistry and one of the

preferred strategies in the toolbox of molecular chemistry. It could be described as the

spontaneous formation of stable, well-ordered structures held together by non-covalent

interaction [29]. This “bottom-up” approach represents a key strategy towards the

ease of fabrication of all-molecular electronic devices that combine functionality, con-

nectivity and high-density of structures. In this section the principles of self-assembly

of molecules at surfaces will be discussed. Thermodynamics and the main interactions

between molecule-molecule and molecule-substrate will be presented. Some remarks

about self-assembly at the solid-liquid interface will be addressed too.

2.2.1 Thermodynamics vs kinetics in self-assembly

The process of self-assembly is a bottom-up growth strategy that involves the interac-

tion of building blocks between each other and with the substrate. This phenomenon is

ruled by the competition between kinetics and thermodynamics, until a steady struc-

ture tending to equilibrium is formed [7]. In many experiments the system may not

be able to reach the (thermodinamical) equilibrium state but might be trapped in a

kinetically limited state; to describe such systems, the term self-organized growth 2 is

used [44]. To distinguish between self-assembly and self-organized growth the surface

diffusion of the molecules and desorption flux have to be considered. If the kinetic en-

ergy Ekin of the molecules is high enough to overcome the adsorption energy Eads, the

molecules are trapped in a kinetic regime and will not reach the equilibrium. On the

other hand, if the kinetic energy is lower than the diffusion energy Ediff, the molecules

will not have enough energy to desorb or to reach the equilibrium state in the time

scale of the experiment. Therefore, the kinetic energy should be between both cases

Ediff < Ekin < Eads in order to reach the thermodynamic equilibrium and form the

self-assembly structure. Additional interactions to be considered include: the interac-

2 Not to be confused with the term self-organization, which is related to the dissipative formation

of ordered structures far from thermodynamic equilibrium [43].
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tion between molecules (explained in more detail below), substrate-mediated correc-

tions [45, 46] and, if present, the interaction between adsorbate and solvent molecules.

Table 2.1 gives an overview of the relevant processes and interactions in terms of energy,

bond lengths and characteristics.

When working at the solid-liquid interface, a more complex picture has to be con-

sidered. The properties of the solvent, such as viscosity, polarity and vapor pressure

can influence the kinetics of adsorption. The solvent helps in the dynamic exchange of

molecules which promotes self-repair, but also can co-adsorb and modify the obtained

self-assembly [47].

In general, a system toward thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T will

minimize, after some time, its total free energy G. The change of the free energy is

related to the changes in enthalpy H and entropy S:

∆G = ∆H − T∆S. (2.1)

When ∆G < 0, an exergonic or spontaneous reaction is favored; for ∆G > 0, the

endergonic reaction disfavors the self-assembly; for ∆G = 0, the system has reached

its equilibrium state. In the case of self-assembly (∆G < 0), the entropy decreases

(∆S < 0) as the order of the structure increases, this means the enthalpy term has to

compensate this increment in the free energy. At the liquid-solid interface, solvation

and adsorption are the main contributions to the enthalpy term. For self-assembled

monolayers at the solid-liquid interface, the formed structure is considered to be in

thermodynamic equilibrium with its supernatant solution, that is, the chemical poten-

tial of each molecule involved in the adsorption process is the same on the surface and

in the solution [48].
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Table 2.1 Interaction and processes for molecular self-assembly. Type of interaction/process, with associated typical energy

and relevant distance when molecules interact with metal substrates. Adapted from [45, 46]

Interaction/Process Energy Range (eV) Distance (nm) Character

van der Waals (vdW) Evdw ≈ 0.02–0.1 < 1 Non-selective

Hydrogen bonding EH ≈ 0.05-0.7 ≈ 0.15–0.35 Selective, directional

Dipole-dipole Edd ≈ 0.1–0.5 ≈ 0.2–0.3 Directed

Electrostatic Eel ≈ 0.05-3 Long range Non-selective

Metal complexation Emc ≈ 0.5-3 ≈ 0.15-0.3 Selective, directional

Adsorption Eads ≈ 0.5-10 ≈ 0.15-0.3 Site selective, directional

Surface diffusion Ediff ≈ 0.05-3 ≈ 0.25-0.4 1D/2D

Substrate-mediated Esm ≈ 0.1–1 Nanometer range Oscillatory

Reconstruction-mediated Erm ≈ 1 short Covalent
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2.2.2 Interactions between molecules

Table 2.1 shows the main interactions that occur between molecules on the self assembly

process. This subsection provides a short overview of the main ones.

Van der Waals interactions

Van der Waals (vdW) are probably the most notorious non-selective interactions. The

van der Waals force originates from the interaction between partial charges in polar

and polarizable molecules. They are of electrostatic nature and the main contributions

are [49]:

• the attractive or repulsive electrostatic interactions between permanent dipoles

(Keesom force)

• the attractive interaction between a permanent dipole and a corresponding in-

duced dipole (Debye force)

• the interaction between induced dipoles (London dispersion force).

In order to describe the vdW interaction between two neutral atoms or molecules

as a function of distance the Lennard-Jones potential [50], VLJ, is often used as an

approximation:

VLJ = 4ϵ

[(σ
r

)6

−
(σ
r

)12
]
, (2.2)

where ϵ is the minimal potential energy or the “depth” of the potential well and σ is

the effective molecular diameter, after which the potential decays to zero, and r is the

distance between the molecules. The repulsive portion, proportional to r−12, dominates

at smaller distances than the equilibrium and is due to the Pauli exclusion principle;

whereas the attractive contribution, r−6, is related to the vdW interaction.

Hydrogen bonds

Hydrogen-bonding (H-bonding) is a most versatile, yet specific type of weak interac-

tion in supramolecular chemistry [7]. It offers versatility, high level of control at the

molecular level and many potential applications [51, 52].
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H-bonding is a type of donor-acceptor interaction involving hydrogen atoms and

benefits from different types of interaction such electrostatics, van der Waals and po-

larization effects. This attractive force predominantly involves electrostatic interaction

between a slightly positive charged hydrogen, R—Xδ−—Hδ+, and a slightly negative

charge on a nearby atom A [53]. This scenario creates the hydrogen bond between

H and A: R—X—H- - -A—R’, where R and R’ represent any radical. Both A and

X are atoms electronegative to hydrogen, such as N, O or F; X and A could be Si

or C, when part of an aromatic system, forming a weak hydrogen bond. Energeti-

cally, Jeffrey reported that the energy per single H - - -A pair in solution amounts to

1–1.4 kcalmol−1 [53]. Experiments in vapors of carboxylic acids, gave an energy of

15 kcalmol−1 per carboxylic acid dimer [54]. Moreover, ab initio calculations showed

that the interaction energies in the case of three parallel hydrogen bonds can rise up

to 26 kcalmol−1 [55].

At the solid-liquid interface, many groups have managed to create extended 2D

self-assembled architecture using H-bonding interactions. The di-apto recognition of

two adjacent carboxylic acids (Figure 2.3) have been exploited by Lackinger, Griessl et

al. to create linear polymer arrays using isophthalic acid [56]; the same team using a

three-folded symmetric trimesic acid (Figure 2.3b) created a 2D molecular host-guest

architecture which is able to host different molecules [57, 58]. A similar molecule,

terphenyl-3,5,3’,5’-tetracarboxylic acid, featured a double hosting of C60 fullerenes be-

tween two hexagonal monolayers [59]. Bernasek and co-workers reported that the for-

mation of self-assembled monolayers of a series of 5-alkoxyisophthalic acids depend on

the balance beetwen H-bonding and van der Waals interactions [60]; for the case of 5-

etoxyisophthalic acid, the hexagonal pattern in STM images was due to conformational

freedom arrangement of hydrogen bonding trimers (Figure 2.3c) [61].
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Figure 2.3 Hydrogen-bond 2D architectures. (a) Binding motifs between

carboxylic acids, dimer (left) and trimer (right). (b) STM height image of a

honeycomb-like network of trimesic acid with molecular structure showing the H-

bonds, Us = −1.01V, It = 46pA. (c) STM height image of a hexagonal network of

5-alkoxyisophthalic acid with molecular structure showing the trimer, Us = −0.30V,

It = 40pA.
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2.2.3 Interactions between molecules and surfaces

This subsection provides a short overview of the processes of physisorption and chemi-

sorption, which are the main interactions between molecules and substrate.

Physisorption

Physisorption is characterized by the adsorption of molecules on a surface driven by

weak interactions, in which the electronic structure of the molecule is barely perturbed.

For instance, the so-called π–π interactions are a type of attractive force for parallel

oriented conjugated aromatic systems [62]. Recently, Björk et al. calculated the ad-

sorption energy of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) on graphene using density

functional theory (DFT) and a posteriori correction term proportional to r−6 to ac-

count for vdW interactions [63]. The results are in great agreement with experimental

values of 1.2±0.1 kcalmol−1 per carbon atom [64] and showed that the π–π interactions

arise from a combination of vdW and electrostatics interactions. Alkanes are reported

to adsorb stronger on HOPG, by 2 kcalmol−1 per carbon, when compared to aromatics

with the same number of carbon atoms [65]. London dispersion force helps to stabilize

2D crystalline patterns of molecules with long aliphatic chains by interdigitation, i.e.:

trapping of alkyl chain between two adjacent ones [66, 67].

Physisorption is strongly associated with van der Waals interaction. For the simple

model of a charge sitting at a distance z above a two dimensional surface and its image

inside, the attractive interaction scales as CVz
−3, where CV is related to the dipole

moment of the charge and image and its polarizability. A term associated with short

range Pauli repulsion at closer distances also has to be considered [68]. The overall

interaction is given by:

V (z) = VPauli − VvdW = Kn(r)− CV

z3
, (2.3)

where K is a constant from experimental results and n(r) is the ground state charge

density of the surface.
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Chemisorption

Chemisorption is characterized by the formation of actual covalent or ionic bonds

between adsorbed molecules and the surface. This process often involves an activation

energy EA, after which a negative change in enthalpy occurs. Energy gains are usually

greater than those for physisorption [68].

The solid line in figure 2.4 shows the reaction of molecule R–X, which is brought

close to a surface. The molecule is physisorbed at a equilibrium distance (point I)

corresponding to the first energy minimum Ephy. If an activation energy of EA is

overcome, the dissociative chemisorption starts (point II) and the bonding between

the substrate an the radical R is formed, reaching the minimum energy at point III.

If an energy ED is given at any stage, the molecule dissociates into the two radicals R

and X [68].
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Figure 2.4 Potential energy of adsorption. Schematic diagram of the potential for

a physisorption process which can undergo chemical reaction. Molecule R–X is physi-

sorbed at point I with an enthalpy Ephy. After the point II, dissociative chemisorption

starts. Point III is the optimal bonding distance between R and the substrate. Echem

is the enthalpy of reaction, ED is the dissociation energy and EA the activation energy

of the chemical reaction. Continuing the dashed line for values below the point II rep-

resents a pure physisorption process, while the dotted line 2 is the dissociation process.

Adapted from [68].
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2.3 Scanning tunneling microscopy

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is unique among imaging techniques because it pro-

vides 3D real-space images of surfaces and properties on that surface at high resolution

and in short time. STM [6] is the oldest member of the SPM family and, together

with surface force microscopy (SFM) [33], one of the most ubiquitous tools in surface

science. In this section a brief 3 description to the microscope and its principle of

operation will be given, followed by its theoretical description. Finally, the technique

of scanning tunneling spectroscopy will be explained.

2.3.1 Principle of operation

In SPM techniques a nanometer size apex of a tip scans over the surface of a sam-

ple, interacting with it and characterizing the specific physical property causing that

interaction. SPM is based on the concept of electron tunneling, thus the tip is not

in direct contact with the sample. The tip-sample distance is controlled by using a

feedback system combined with a piezoelectric scanner. Depending on the design and

tip structure, SPM techniques allow to measure tunneling current (STM), forces (SFM

or AFM), magnetic field (MFM) [71], and electronic photoemission [72], among others.

Figure 2.5 depicts a schematic diagram of an STM. A small bias (a few mV to a few

V) is applied between the tip and a conducting sample or a conductive substrate were

the sample is adsorbed (Us in the diagram). When the tip-sample separation is ∼ 1 nm

a tunneling current (It) of the order of pA to nA can be detected. This current is due

to the electrons that tunnel through the gap between sample and tip and its direction

depends on the polarity of the applied bias. The tunneling current is amplified by

the current amplifier and then compared to the reference value (Iset). The difference

between these two current signals is then amplified again and a corresponding voltage

(Vz) is applied to the piezo element that controls the vertical position of the tip. This

value Vz is used to record the topography image, as it is proportional to the vertical

3 For further reading, the text books of Chen [69] and Bonnell [70] and the references cited therein

are recommended.
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Figure 2.5 Diagram of an STM. Schematic diagram showing the working principle

of the STM. See details in the text.

displacement of the tip (z-value). Additional signals to the piezo control the x and y

position for scanning. The current signal is as well recorded to generate a corresponding

current image. This mode of operation is called “constant current” mode (Fig. 2.6a),

as the feedback maintains the tunneling current by changing the vertical position of the

tip. The result is a height image in the z channel that represents a convolution of the

topography and its electronic properties, whereas in the current channel no contrast

is imaged. Contrastingly, when the STM is operated in “constant height” mode (Fig.

2.6b), the current channel produces contrast directly related to the variation in the

local density of states and the height channel would ideally produce no contrast. In

practice, none of the two modes can be realized in its pure form due to the finite

response time of the feedback to prevent crashing of the tip with corrugations and/or

defects on the sample. This leads to contrast images in both channels when operated

in any mode.
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Figure 2.6 Modes of operation of STM. Imaging of an irregular surface with

electronic inhomogeneities. (a) Constant current mode, the tip follows the topography

profile and present attractive (repulsive) interaction with the blue (red) region(s). (b)

Constant height mode, the tip keeps a constant height and reacts with changes in

current channel to the electronic structure of the sample.

2.3.2 Theoretical description

Scanning tunneling microscopy relies on the quantum mechanical phenomenon of elec-

tron tunneling, which is not allowed in classical mechanics. In metals or semimetals

electrons fill up to a certain energy level, shaded areas in Fig. 2.7. When two metals

M1 (i.e: tip) and M2 (i.e: sample) are placed near each other, there is a finite proba-

bility T that an electron of M1 with energy E and mass m would be found in M2 (Fig.

2.7a):

T ∝ |Ψn(0)|2e−2κz, (2.4)

with

κ =

√
2m(Φ− E)

�
,

where � is the reduced Planck constant, z is the width of the barrier and Φ = Φ1 = Φ2
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Figure 2.7 Tunneling through a rectangular barrier. A on dimensional potential

barrier of width z and height Φ separates two metals M1 and M2. (a) No bias is applied.

(b) A bias V is applied and the electrons move (tunnel) from M1 to M2.

is the work function of the metals, which for simplicity is assumed equal for both

metals. Ψn is the wave function of the electron in the nth state. The probability to

find an electron of M2 in M1 will be the same, which means that for the configuration

in Fig. 2.7a there is no net tunneling current. When a small bias voltage V (eV ≤ Φ)

is applied between the metals, as depicted in Fig. 2.7b, a tunneling current IT will

flow between them. This tunneling current is a contribution of all the electronic states

between EF − eV and EF:

IT ∝
EF∑

En=EF−eV

|Ψn(0)|2e−2κz. (2.5)

This tunneling current is exponentially dependent on the width of the gap or in the

case of the STM apparatus the tip-sample distance. For typical work functions between

4−5 eV, one finds that a variation of 1 Å changes the current by one order of magnitude.

This level of sensitivity allows the STM to control the tip-sample separation with high

vertical resolution.

For sufficiently small voltages, eV ≪ Φ, the sum in equation 2.5 can be written in

terms of the LDOS ρs at the Fermi level:

IT ∝ V ρs(0, EF)e
−2κz. (2.6)
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Bardeen formalism and Tersoff-Hamann approach

In 1961 Bardeen used time dependent first order perturbation theory to calculate the

tunneling current between two unperturbed planar metal plates [73]:

IT =
2πe

}
∑
µ,ν

[f(Eµ)− f(Eν)] |Mµν |2δ (Eν + V − Eµ) , (2.7)

where f(E) is the Fermi distribution, V is the applied voltage and Mµν is the tunneling

matrix element between the states Ψµ and Ψν of the respective electrodes with energies

Eµ and Eν . At low temperatures the Fermi function can be approximated by a step

function, i.e. the term in brackets has magnitude zero or unity, where only states in

immediate vicinity to the Fermi level contribute to the tunneling current. In the limit

of small bias voltages Eq. 2.7 simplifies to

IT =
2π

}
e2V

∑
µ,ν

|Mµν |2δ (Eν − EF) δ (Eµ − EF) . (2.8)

The essential problem is to calculated the matrix elements Mµν . In 1961, Bardeen [73]

interpreted the results of Nicol, Shapiro and Smith [74] and Giaever [75] and showed

that for two weakly coupled metal plates:

Mµν =
}2

2m

∫
dS⃗ ·

(
Ψ∗

µ∇Ψν −Ψ∗
ν∇Ψµ

)
, (2.9)

where the integral is over any surface lying entirely within the tunneling region.

Tersoff and Hamann [76, 77] approximated the tip as locally spherical, i.e. that

the matrix elements Mµν can be approximated by those of a s-wave tip wavefunction.

Additionally, they considered the surface states Ψν as Bloch waves. Under these special

circumstances, the current in equation 2.8 reduces to:

IT ∝
∑
|Ψν(rt)|2δ(Eν − EF) ≡ ρ(r⃗t, EF), (2.10)

where the states Ψν belong to the surface. Thus the ideal STM would measure the

contour of the LDOS ρ(r⃗t, EF) of the surface at the Fermi energy EF at the position

of the tip r⃗t. Although this approach is no longer valid for high bias or for tip wave

functions with angular dependence, it provides a valuable interpretation of the STM

images avoiding the complicated problem of the tip electronic structure.
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2.3.3 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy

Following the Bardeen formalism, the tunneling current at any bias voltage V can be

evaluated by summing over all relevant states. At temperatures lower than the energy

resolution required in the measurement, Fermi distributions can be approximated by

step functions and the tunneling current becomes:

IT =
4πe

}

∫ EF+eV

EF

ρs(E)ρT(E − eV )|M |2dE. (2.11)

The tunneling current is proportional to the convolution of the density of states of the

tip and the substrate and the matrix elements |M |. Bardeen assumed that the matrix

elements do not change considerably in the region of interest [73], which is generally

not true. Matrix elements (Eq. 2.9) could be expressed, following Bardeens formalism,

for elastic tunneling:

Mµν =

[
}2

2m

∫
2κµΨµ(0)Ψν(s)dxdy

]
e−κµs, (2.12)

where s is the width of the gap and

κµ =

√
2mEµ

}
.

The expression in the square bracket is a constant because Ψµ(0) and Ψν(s) are evalu-

ated at the surfaces. This expression for |M | has the form of a transmission coefficient

(Eq. 2.4). For a more realistic case of asymmetric tunneling barrier, where substrate

and tip have different work functions, the tunneling current at a fixed position r on

the surface could be approximated as:

I(r, V ) ∝
∫ eV

0

ρT (r, E − eV )ρs(r, E)T (r, E, eV )dE, (2.13)

where T (r, E, eV ) = exp(−2κs) is the transmission probability of the electron. Here κ

is the vacuum decay constant, κ =
√

2mφ/~ and φ = [1
2
(φT + φs)− E + 1

2
(eV )] is the

average barrier height between the tip, φT , and sample, φs, work functions. Most of

the metallic tips used for STM have a large work function (Pt–Ir ∼ 6 eV, W ∼ 5 eV),

which makes them featureless in energies close to the Fermi level [78]; in that sense, the

LDOS of the tip can be treated as constant with respect to the bias. The derivative of

the current could be expressed as:

dI

dV
∝ ρs(r, eV )ρT (r, 0)T (eV, eV, r) +

∫ eV

0

ρT (E − eV )ρs(r, E)
dT (r, E, eV )

dV
dE (2.14)
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or at a fixed point:

dI

dV
∝ ρs(eV )T (eV, eV ) +

∫ eV

0

ρs(E)
dT (E, eV )

dV
dE. (2.15)

The last equation for the differential conductance dI/dV , together with the Tersoff-

Haffman approach (Eq. 2.10) is the fundamental principle of scanning tunneling spec-

troscopy (STS) [79, 80, 81]. Lang [80] also introduced the normalized conductance

(dI/dV )/(I/V ) which is less distance dependent than dI/dV .

Studies that combine STM and STS offer the possibility to acquire simultaneously

high spatial and energetic resolution. This advantage is exceptional among surface

characterization techniques.

2.3.4 Tunneling through molecules

STM is able to visualize molecules adsorbed to a substrate. In order to achieve this

challenging, it is necessary that 1) the underlying substrate is sufficiently flat, i.e. the

roughness is less than the height of the molecular species, 2) the molecular mobility

is not too high, and 3) the bias should be adequate to produce contrast [82, 83].

Molecules can be either immobilized via chemisorption or physisorption (subsection

2.2.3) depending on the strong/weak interaction and the desirable characteristics to

determine. As for substrates, a layered material such as HOPG provides large, clean

and atomically flat terraces when freshly cleaved. Au(111) represents also a good choice

because it tends to bind molecules more strongly than graphite. Graphene supported on

SiC(0001) [84] or on conductive diamond [85] has been also used to image self-assembled

monolayers of organic molecules combining the creation of hybrid superstructures with

supramolecular arrangement.

As described in the previous section, STM imaging is not directly related to the to-

pography of the sample, but to the LDOS distribution near the Fermi level. STM offers

a fairly understood picture of the mechanism of imaging in the case of bare surfaces,

but when it involves an adsorbed molecule, the situation is more complicated. There

are several mechanisms that explain the contrast observed when a molecule is physisor-

bed on a surface. Spong et al. suggested that the contrast is due to a local modulation

of the work function of the substrate due to interactions with the molecule [86]. Alter-
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natively, the resonant tunneling (explained in the section 2.1) model may be used [20].

In any case, the image contrast is only possible if the adsorbed molecule sufficiently

modifies the tunneling current at a certain voltage bias; if the modification is weak the

image will be dominated by the substrate [32]. Hence, differences in contrast for dif-

ferent functional groups in the same molecule observed in STM images, such in liquid

crystal molecules [87] or in lamellas of didodecylbenzene [66], could be explained as

well in the light of the OTS model, as well as the influence of the external electric field

generated by the voltage bias, which allows for example to discretely image molecules

and substrate upon changing the bias [88].

Additionally to the submolecular resolution, STM/STS can determine the position

of both HOMO and LUMO, while complementary experimental techniques such as

ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse photoemission spectroscopy

(IPES) give only information about the HOMO and the LUMO, respectively. Ex-

periments using monolayers of perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) [89] and

tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) [23], for example, showed great accordance between data

from STS with that obtained from UPS and IPES. Ultra high vacuum (UHV) condi-

tions provide the optimum control to determine accurately the position of the frontier

orbital in opposition to solid-liquid interface, since in the later Faraday processes and

the electrochemical activation of the solvent at high biases will come into play [90].

Therefore, determination of the position of HOMO and/or LUMO at the solid-liquid

interface has been limited to a reduced number of systems, such D-A complexes of thio-

phene macrocycles with C60 fullerenes [91, 92], and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

(PAH) using indirect methods [93].





Chapter 3

Methods and Materials

In this chapter the experimental and theoretical procedures, materials and the instru-

mentation employed in this work are examined and described.

3.1 Scanning tunneling microscopy

In this section the apparatus and operation of the scanning tunneling microscope is

described. The preparation of the samples, acquisition of the data and analysis is as

well revisited.

3.1.1 Instrument

STM experiments at the solid-liquid interfaces were carried out using a home-built

STM beetle-type head [94, 95]. The STM controller is a commercial Omicron (Omicron

Vakuumphysik GmbH, Taunusstein, Germany) with SCALA software.

Figure 3.1a shows schematically the main parts of the STM apparatus. Four iden-

tical piezoelectric legs are used to minimize effects from temperature gradients. Three

of these legs are magnetically attach to the steel disks glued on the sample holder (Fig.

3.1b) and are also used for the sample lateral displacement (x and y axis). The central

piezo is used to hold the tip and for the vertical displacement (z axis). The tunneling

bias is applied between one of the piezos and the electrode connected to the tip in the

central piezo. The sample is approached manually towards the tip at the beginning of

31
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the STM set-up. (a) Side view of the main parts of the

STM set-up. The back piezo is not shown. (b) Top view of the sample holder.

the experiment using three adjustment screws, when the tunneling contact is establish

the z distance is controlled by the feedback system. The sample holder, depicted in

Fig. 3.1b, consists of a triangular quartz plate to which the substrate and the three

metal disks are glued. The graphite substrate is placed in direct contact with the steel

disks and silver paint is used to assure the electrical contact between them.

The STM apparatus is placed in a large stone plate, which is anchored to the ceiling

by a system of steel chains to reduce the resonance frequency to less than 0.5Hz [96].

Additionally, an outer metal housing shields the instrument from electromagnetic fields.

The system is completed by a function generator that allows in situ tip shaping by

means of short voltage pulses (3−5V, 1ms). This instrument allows to detect tunneling

currents down to 20 pA [97] and to acquire images with scan-speeds up to 200Hz line−1.

3.1.2 Sample preparation

STM tips were mechanically cut from a 0.25mm thick Platinum/Iridium (Pt/Ir: 80/20

or 90/10) wire, a material sufficiently stiff and chemically stable in air and organic

solvents.

Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was employed in all experiments as
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Figure 3.2 Structure and STM image of HOPG. (a) Schematics showing two

layers of graphite. Black and gray circles represent α and β atoms, respectively. The

unit cell ∥a⃗∥ = ∥⃗b∥ = 2.46 Å. (b) STM current image of atomically resolved graphite

with the 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT) as inset. Us = −20mV, It = 3.0 nA.

substrate. HOPG is a layered material consisting of graphene sheets held together

mainly by van der Waals forces (subsection 2.2.2). Thus new freshly clean hydrophobic

substrates can be prepared by cleaving the HOPG surface using adhesive tape. HOPG

is a semimetal, which means that their conduction and valence bands overlapped, giving

it transport characteristics of a metal. The experimental work function of HOPG ranges

from 4.5 to 4.8 eV [98, 99, 100].

Figure 3.2a depicted the schematics of the structure of HOPG showing the two

types of of carbon sites, α and β. The stacking sequence of the graphene sheets is

mismatched laterally, resulting in the two distinguishable sites: atoms α with nearest

neighbor carbon atoms along c axis and atoms β without nearest neighbors. This

structural difference gives rise to different electronic band structures near the Fermi

energy, making only the β atoms visible at low bias [101]. In Fig. 3.2b the STM image

of HOPG shows atomically resolved graphite with the characteristic hexagonal lattice,

where only β atoms are imaged.

The molecules under investigation were dissolved in either heptanoic acid or oc-

tanoic acid (caprylic acid). Both solvents present high boiling points, 222◦C for hep-
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tanoic acid and 239◦C for octanoic acid [100], therefore it was possible to measure for

several hours before the solvent was evaporated.

3.1.3 Measurements

Before starting experiments, freshly cleaved HOPG lattice was resolved and only after

30 − 60min a drop of the solution was applied. This procedure allows for thermal

stabilization of the instrument. After applying the solution, additional 30 − 60min

were kept under conditions of low impedance (Us a few tens of mV and It of nA) to

assure that any capacitance effect was minimized. By changing the feedback conditions,

both substrate or molecular adsorbate could be visualized.

3.1.4 Spectroscopy

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy at the solid-liquid interface was performed by using

the STS-feature of the SCALA software.

During imaging at constant current (feedback on), the STM tip was positioned

over the point of interest. After a delay time of 0.5 − 1ms, such that the system

could adjust the tip-sample separation to meet the feedback conditions, the feedback

loop was switched off. Then a bias ramp was swept through and the tunneling current

recorded. In order to decrease the effect of lateral drift while recording STS, the tip was

positioned over the region of interest as close as possible to the most recently scanned

line. For a typical ramp, measurements were taken every 20mV with an acquisition

time of 50µs and a delay between measurements of 200µs. This means a typical STS

curve took about 25ms to complete, with a lateral drift velocity < 0.1 nm s−1.

Spectroscopy data were only accepted if the curves met the feedback loop settings

before switching off the feedback (correct current at the tunneling bias) and if no

singular or unreproducible peaks were present in the I–V [102].
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3.1.5 Data analysis

All STM images in the present thesis were processed using SPIP software (Image

Metrology A/S). A background flattening were applied to all raw data and, when

necessary, a despeckling filter too. Thermal drift and imperfections of the piezoelectric

scanner calibration were also corrected. For the latter correction the 2D FFT of the

atomically resolved image of the substrate is used to find the correction parameters

that adjust this image to known lattice constants. These corrections parameters are

then used to correct the images of the molecular adsorbates. Figure 3.3 shows the x−y

correction procedure. A trimesic acid (TMA) honeycomb-like network is absorbed at

the interface with HOPG and its heptanoic acid solution. Raw data is shown in Fig.

3.3a. Upon changing feedback conditions to low impedance (Us = −20mV, It = 1.4 nA)

the atomic crystal of HOPG is imaged at the same area (Fig. 3.3b). Using the known

unit cell parameters for HOPG(0001) (a = b = 0.246 nm, θab = 60◦) and the 2D FFT

of the STM image, SPIP calculates correction parameters for that specific experiment

at that specifically temperature. This correction parameters are used to further correct

the TMA original image to get the final STM image in Fig. 3.3d. Additionally, the

relative orientation between substrate and adsorbate lattices can be determined too.

From the corrected FFTs in Figs. 3.3c,d the lattice of TMA is rotated 6◦ with respect

to the HOPG one.

The error in the unit cell parameters of a single image is determined using the XY

Linearity Calibration tool included in SPIP which determines the mean pixel deviation

of image structure from the ideal lattice obtained from the 2D FFT. When several

images (n > 4) at the same area were taken, the reported unit cell is the average and

the error corresponds to the standard deviation.

STS raw data were available as ASCII-files and analyzed using Origin 2016 (Origin-

Lab Corporation). The average of the I–Vs is obtained by a lognormal function to

discard inappropriate data which could arise by fluctuations of the tip structure [97].
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Figure 3.3 Image correction using basal HOPG. (a) STM height image of TMA

in heptanoic acid solution on graphite including 2D FFT as inset. STM conditions

Us = −0.93V, It = 50pA. (b) STM current image of HOPG(0001) upon lowering

the impedance to Us = −20mV, It = 1.4 nA. (c) Corrected HOPG image with exact

hexagonal lattice. (d) Corrected TMA image. From the 2D FFT the unit cell is

calculated a = (1.67± 0.09) nm, b = (1.66± 0.10) nm, θab = (61± 1)◦.
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3.1.6 In situ illumination

Optical experiments discussed in section 4.3 were performed during scanning experi-

ments by placing the STM head on an optical table equipped with a multimode optical

fiber for direct illumination of the sample. Figure 3.4 shows the schematics of the

set-up. The optical table was mounted on an Axio Observer A1 microscope from Zeiss.

The light sources were a halogen lamp (HAL 100 Lamp) with a with a TRITC filter set

(546 ± 16) nm, and a UV-LED with maximum emission peak at 365 nm. The optical

design of the microscope allowed to focused the light source through an objective to

one end of a multimode optical fiber with numerical aperture AN = 0.48 and diameter

w0 = 1mm. To maximize the power transmitted to the optical fiber, a Zeiss objective

Fluar 10x/0,50 was used. The other end of the optical fiber was carefully placed at a

distance 2−3mm from the tip of the STM probe at an angle α ∼ 60◦. To approximate

the illumination surface Sil, the Rayleigh length [103] and geometrical considerations

were taken into account to obtain

Sil =
π (w2

0 + z2A2
N)

4 cosα
, (3.1)

which gives an approximately illumination surface between 3 − 4.8mm2. To calculate

the intensity of the light, the power driven through the multimode fiber at different

operation powers and wavelengths was measured using a Newport optical power meter.
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Figure 3.4 Set-up for in situ illumination. (a) The source lamp, either UV-Led

or HAL 100, is mounted on a Zeiss microscope. Light is coupled to a multimode optical

fiber using a home-made coupling system. (b) Light from the optical fiber is focused

to the scan region at a distance z ∼ 3mm from the tip. (c) Photograph of the in situ

illumination set-up after applied the solution to the HOPG substrate.
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3.2 Macrocyclic Oligothiophenes

Oligothiophenes are among the most attractive π-conjugated materials to be used as

active components in organic electronic devices and molecular electronics [104, 105,

106]. Similarly, macrocyclic oligothiophenes have attracted attention for their potential

applications in molecular electronics and as components in molecular devices [107,

108, 109]. Macrocyclic oligothiophenes and their π-extended derivatives are regarded

as ‘infinite’ π-conjugated systems, with a structurally well defined oligomer and free

from effects of terminal groups. Moreover, its structural characteristics with shape-

persistent inner cavities allow small molecules to be incorporated into the cavity as

guests to produce interesting supramolecular structures with unusual chemical and

electronic properties [91, 92, 110].

3.2.1 Synthesis and Structure

The pioneering study on the synthesis of cyclo[n]thiophenes by Bäuerle et al. employed

copper-mediated coupling to afford C12T, C16T, and C18T (Fig. 3.5a). Previous

quantum chemical calculations [111] predicted a nearly planar conformation for C12T,

which was then confirmed by STM measurements [91]. Moreover, C12T formed a two-

component system with C60, STM images showed the formation D–A complexes in a

3D supramolecular assembly.

A novel method to synthesize π-expanded oligothiophene macrocycles consists in

using a modified McMurry coupling reaction of dialdehydes 8 as the key step. This reac-

tion produces oligothiophene macrocycles composed of 2,5-thienylene, ethynylene, and

vinylene units and can be effectively applied to construct small 6T6A, medium 10T8A

and giant 30T25A macrorings. As depicted in Fig. 3.5b the reaction of the dialdehyde

composed of three 2,5-thienylene and two ethynylene units (m = 1) produced both the

cyclic dimer 6T4A and trimer 9T6A. A further two-step bromination-debromination

procedure on 6T4A produced cyclo[6](3,4-dibutyl-2,5-thienylene-ethynylene) 6T6A.

The diastereomeric selectivity of the reaction is high, producing only (Z,Z )–6T4A and

(E,E,E )–9T6A [112].
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Figure 3.5 Synthesis of macrocyclic oligothiophenes. (a) Synthesis of cy-

clo[n]thiophenes via copper coupling and reaction with sodium sulfide. (b) Synthesis of

π-expanded oligothiophene macrocycles via McMurry coupling. A further bromination,

followed by dehydrobromination with potassium t-butoxide produced the macrocycles

containing only thiophene and ethynylenes units.
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McMurry coupling reaction of dialdehyde composed of four 2,5-thienylene and three

ethynylene units in the dark produced the diastereomers Z,Z–8T6A (35%) and E,E–

8T6A (1%) with a trace amount of the corresponding 12-mer. The bromination-

debromination of E,E -8T6A or Z,Z -8T6A, produced 8T8A [113]. Similar McMurry

coupling reactions produced the macrocycles 10T8A [114] and 12T10A [115] with their

dialdehyde correspondents trimers, tetramers and even pentamers.

STM images of the smaller and nearly planar macrocycles 6T6A [112], E,E -8T6A

and Z,Z -8T6A [113] have shown ordered self-assembled monolayers at the solid-liquid

interface on HOPG. Moreover, the acceptor molecule C60 could be hosted thanks to

van der Waals interactions with the sulfur atoms in the cavity of either E,E -8T6A

or 8T8A creating a D–A pair with interesting potential applications in molecular

(opto)electronics and machines [113].

3.2.2 Optical and electrochemical properties

Absorption spectra of medium to giant π-expanded oligothiophene macrocycles 10T8A-

30T24A exhibited a linear relationship between their longest absorption maxima and

the reciprocal number of thiophenes, which suggests that these systems maintain a

considerable π-π overlapping [114].

E,E–8T6A (Z,Z–8T6A) isomerized to Z,Z–8T6A (E,E–8T6A) by irradiation in

solution [113]. As shown in Fig. 3.6a, E,E–8T6A and Z,Z–8T6A exhibit different

UV-vis spectra in octanoic acid solution, while the maxima of emission at 436 nm are

very close in the same solution. Furthermore, irradiation of a solution of Z,Z–8T6A

in octanoic acid with UV light at 365 nm rapidly produces E,E–8T6A. Irradiating the

later solution with white light slowly recovers the original spectra of Z,Z–8T6A.

π-expanded oligothiophene macrocycles exhibit π-donor characteristics with fairly

low oxidation potentials. In addtion, cyclic voltammetry experiments on the macro-

cyclic oligothiophenes mTnA have shown to produce stable cationic species, which have

potential to form electroconductive oxidation states [109].
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Figure 3.6 Optical properties of photoisomers Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A.

(a) Absorption and emission spectra of E,E–8T6A and Z,Z–8T6A in octanoic acid

with a excitation light for emission of 436 nm. (b) Photoisomerization in octanoic acid

solution starting with Z,Z–8T6A (solid yellow line) that upon irradiation with UV

light at 365 nm isomerized to E,E–8T6A (solid orange line). Further irradiation using

a white fluorescent lamp slowly isomerized back to Z,Z–8T6A. (c) Chemical structures

of the diastereomers Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A.
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3.3 Molecular modelling

In this section the most important tools of computational chemistry employed in the

present work are briefly described. These quantum and classical mechanical methods

are used to model the behavior of molecules at different levels of computation. DFT

is used to describe the electronic structure of single molecules, while with MM/MD

methods the dynamics and trajectories of a large systems (molecules plus substrate)

are described.

3.3.1 Density functional theory (DFT)

DFT [116, 117] is the most popular and versatile method available in computational

physics/chemistry to investigate the electronic structure of a many-electron system.

DFT utilizes functionals, i.e. functions of another function, more specifically function-

als of the electron density. DFT simplifies the solution of the Schrödinger equations of

a set of non-interacting particles in a fictitious system (Kohn-Sham system) that gen-

erates the same electron density as the system of interacting particles, thus the calcu-

lation requires to solve only one-electron problem, rather than solving a 3N -coordinate

Schrödinger equation [118]. The Kohn-Sham equation satisfies:(
− }
2m
∇2 + Vs(r⃗)

)
φi(r⃗) = ϵiφi(r⃗), (3.2)

where Vs is the local effective potential in which the non-interacting particles move

and ϵi is the orbital energy of the corresponding Kohn-Sham orbital φi. These orbitals

reproduce the density n(r⃗) of the interacting many-body system:

n(r⃗)
def
= ns(r⃗) =

N∑
i

|φi(r⃗)|2. (3.3)

The effective potential can be written as:

Vs(r⃗) = Vext(r⃗) +

∫
d3r

n(r⃗)

|r⃗ − r⃗ ′|
+ VXC [n (r⃗)] , (3.4)

where the first two terms correspond to the Hartree-Fock effective potential, with Vext

being an external potential and the second term denotes the electron-electron Coulomb
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repulsion. The last term VXC is called the exchange-correlation potential, which actual

form is not known, then one must introduce approximate functionals based on the

electron density and the exact Hartree-Fock exchange energy.

The problem of solving the Kohn-Sham equation (3.2) has to be done through a

self-consistent field (SCF) method. Usually starting with a initial guess for n(r⃗), then

calculating Vs and solving the Kohn-Sham equation for the φi. Form these orbitals one

calculates a new density and starts again until convergence is reached.

For practical computational needs, a finite basis set of orbitals and an exchange-

correlation functional have to be chosen. The basis set consist of a set of functions used

to represent the wave function, usually as a linear combination of those basic function.

The most common choices for basis set are Slater-type orbitals (STOs) [119], that

use solutions of the hydrogen-like atoms; and Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs) [120,

121], which approximate STOs as a linear combination of Gaussian-type functions,

simplifying the calculation.

Electronic transitions involving excited states, such HOMO→LUMO transitions

and natural transition orbitals (NTOs) [122], were calculated using time-dependent

density functional theory (TD-DFT) [123]. TD-DFT can be considered an extension of

DFT to the time-dependent Schrödinger equations. The computational implementation

and conceptual foundation are analogous to those of DFT in the sense of finding an

(time-dependent) effective potential of a fictitious non-interacting system which returns

the same density as the interacting time-dependent system.

In the present work, the Becke three-parameter [124] hybrid exchange functional

combined with the LeeYangParr [125] correlation functional (B3LYP) is used for ge-

ometry optimization and point energy calculations at ground states. For TD-DFT

calculations, the hybrid exchange-correlation functional Coulomb-attenuating method

(CAM-B3LYP) [126] is employed. As basis set, the GTO 6-311G++(d,p) one [127] is

used here. All the DFT calculation are done using Gaussian09 [128] program, running

on an Debian 7 Linux server in one Intel Core i7-4770 processor at 3.40 GHz. Figure 3.7

shows molecular frontier orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) of unsubstituted 8-mers from a

DFT calculation. Images were visualized with Gaussview5 software.
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Figure 3.7 Molecular orbitals of unsubstituted 8-mers. Optimized struc-

tures and molecular frontier orbitals at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)//TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-

311G(d,p) level of theory.
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3.3.2 Molecular mechanics (MM)

Molecular mechanics uses classical mechanics to model molecular systems. The poten-

tial energy of the system is calculated using a functional form with specified parameters,

known as force field. The basic form of the potential energy consists of bonded and

non-bonded terms, which can be written simply as Utotal = Ubonded + Unonbonded. The

specific decomposition of the two terms depends on the chosen force field. A classical

force field used for bot small molecules and macormolecules is the Chemistry at HAR-

vard Molecular Mechanics force field or CHARMM [129]. In CHARMM bonded and

non-bonded terms are expressed:

Ubonded =
∑
bonds

Kb (b− b0)
2 +

∑
angles

Kθ (θ − θ0)
2 +

∑
dihedrals

6∑
n=1

Kφ,n (1 + cos (nφ− δ))

Unonbonded =
∑

charges

qiqj
4πϵ0rij

+
∑
LJ

εij

[(
σ

rij

)12

− 2

(
σ

rij

)6
]
,

(3.5)

where the force constants K for bond, angles and torsions; the equilibrium constants

b0, θ0; the dihedral phase δ; the partial atomic charges q; and the Lennard–Jones

parameters ε and σ need to be determined for each type of atom.

In the present work, MM is used to minimize the energy of the system prior to

molecular dynamics modeling. The software NAMD [130] is employed to perform

the energy minimization, this program uses a conjugate gradient method to find the

molecular coordinates that minimize the total potential energy.

Since the non-bonded terms have non-zero value for every non-bonded pair of atoms

in the systems, the long-range interaction computation is unfeasible. In NAMD [130]

the van der Waals term is truncated at a certain cut-off distance. For the case of sim-

ulations with periodic boundary conditions, the electrostatic interaction is computed

using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method [131].
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3.3.3 Molecular dynamics (MD)

Molecular dynamics utilizes a specific force field to evaluate the evolution in (compu-

tational) time of different physical quantities, such as forces and energies. In principle,

MD simulations try to solve Newton’s equations of motion for a large set of atoms:

mαr⃗α = − ∂

∂r⃗α
Utotal (r⃗1, r⃗2, . . . , r⃗N) , α = 1, 2, . . . , N, (3.6)

where mα is the mass of the atom α, r⃗α its position and Utotal is the total potential

energy (equation 3.5), that depends on the atomic positions and, therefore, couples the

motion of all atoms. For systems that the average of a process in time is the same as

the average over the statistical ensemble (ergodic hypothesis), the evolution of the MD

simulation can be used to determine macroscopic thermodynamic properties.

The NVT ensemble, equivalent to the thermodinamical canonical ensemble, utilizes

an stochastic coupling to a reservoir (thermostat) to keep the number of particles,

volume and temperature constant. NAMD uses the Langevin equation to generate the

Boltzman distribution of the canonical ensemble:

Mv̇ = F (r)− γv +

√
2γkBT

M
R(t), (3.7)

where M is the mass, v the velocity, F is the force, γ is the friction coefficient, r the

position, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and R(t) is a univariate

Gaussian random force to account for fluctuations when coupling to the reservoir [132].

The term (−γv) accounts for dissipative forces added to the Newton’s equation of

motion (equation 3.6). Through the present work, the Langevin thermostat is used to

control the temperature in all MD simulations.





Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

This chapter will present and discuss the main results of the experimental and the-

oretical work of this thesis. It begins with the self-assembly of macrocycles as two-

dimensional regular networks, whose electronic characterization reveal novel switching

properties. Then, the optical properties of the macrocycles are investigated in order to

control structural and chemical characteristics of the monolayers. Finally, a template of

small molecules is formed on the HOPG surface in order to extend the two-dimensional

network of macrocycles to a three-dimensional architecture incorporating fullerenes in

a supramolecular system. This approach constitutes a multi-step self-assembled con-

struction to engineer multiple epitaxially grown macrocycle layers.

4.1 2D self-assembly of macrocycles

Fully conjugated π-expanded macrocyclic oligothiophenes [109] are regarded as infinite

π-conjugated system with an inner cavity. They have attracted considerable atten-

tion for targeting molecular electronics (section 2.1) due to their effective conjugation

length [115], having distinct “inner” and “outer” chemical environments and electronic

properties similar to its linear counterparts. They also have shown interesting self-

assembly behavior in solution, on surfaces and at interfaces [91, 112, 114, 133].

Figure 4.1 depicts the macrocycles studied. They will be referred as 8-mers, since

all four contain eight thiophene units. Cyclo[8](3,4-dibutyl-2,5-thienylene-ethynylene)

8T8A, contains additionally eight ethynylene units (the A relates to acetylene).

49
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Figure 4.1 π-expanded oligothiophene 8-mers. Chemical structure of the macro-

cycles studied.
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E–8T7A correspond to seven ethynylenes and one trans-ethylene group. The other

two macrocycles E,E–8T6A and Z,Z–8T6A are photoisomers [113], with six ethynylene

units and two cis- or trans-ethylenes, respectively, in opposite positions of the ring.

STM images of the macrocycles are shown at the interface between its solution in

octanoic acid and graphite in Fig. 4.2. The π-electron conjugated cores are observed

as circular or ellipsoidal high contrast moieties. Due to the large difference in the size

of the energy gap [113], the alkyl chains cannot be resolved simultaneously [20, 112].

In fact and as it will be discussed in subsection 4.4.5, the side chains are unevenly

distributed between back-folded upwards, downwards and in plane [92].

All macrocycles with ethylene units present a quasi-eight fold symmetry, while 8T8A

has full D8h symmetry. Krömer et al. reported a highly symmetric cyclo[12]thiophene

macrocycle which adsorbs in a hexagonal network, whose molecules are oriented along

the three main crystallographic axes of the HOPG [107]. A cyclic oligothiophene similar

to the ones analyzed here, 6T6A, with symmetry D6h, however, did not show prefer-

ential order along the underlying HOPG susbtrate [112]. For the present molecules,

hexagonal unit cells of each 2D network are rotated 9◦ (8T8A), 13◦ (E–8T7A), 19◦

(Z,Z–8T6A) and 16◦ (E,E–8T6A) with respect to the underlying HOPG. This results

shows no preferential orientation with respect to graphene. The alkyl chains decorat-

ing the macrocycles 8-mers are actually short, which results in poor interaction of the

alykl groups and the substrate. On the other hand, the stabilization of the self-assembly

monolayer is attributed to the strong π–π interactions between the fully conjugated

system and the substrate, expected for this kind of system [109].

To determine the unit cell parameters, at least 10 experimental values (corrected

by the underlying HOPG, as described in subsection 3.1.5) from at least 3 different

samples were used. All the four macrocycles arranged in hexagonal 2D-networks with

similar unit cell constants, as presented in Fig. 4.2, whose values overlap within the

error. Special attention deserves the fact that the unit cells of the photoisomers Z,Z–

8T6A and E,E–8T6A can be distinguished. This observation will be further exploited

in the next section (4.3) to switch between photoisomers at the solid-liquid interface.
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Figure 4.2 STM height images of oligothiophene 8-mers. Unit cell dimensions

and imaging conditions. (a) 8T8A: a = (2.75 ± 0.02) nm, b = (2.75 ± 0.03) nm, θ =

(60 ± 1)◦; Us = −0.95V and It = 100 pA. (b) E–8T7A: a = (2.74 ± 0.03) nm, b =

(2.77 ± 0.04) nm, θ = (61 ± 1)◦; Us = −0.97V and It = 91pA. (c) Z,Z–8T6A: a =

(2.75±0.03) nm, b = (2.81±0.04) nm, θ = (61±1)◦; Us = −1.14V and It = 95pA. (d)

E,E–8T6A: a = (2.89±0.02) nm, b = (2.92±0.03) nm, θ = (60.5±0.6)◦; Us = −0.77V

and It = 100 pA.
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4.2 Electronic properties of 2D networks of macro-

cycles

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) [134] has been shown to allow to create a semi-

quantitative representation of the local electronic properties of substrates [135, 136],

molecules [16, 137] and molecular systems [39, 91, 138].

Even small chemical changes, such as torsional conformational change [139], may

lead to different STS data due to the redistribution of the electrons within the system.

Using an electrochemical tunneling microscope (ECSTM), Gittins et al. proved a

significative difference in the STS by one electron reduction of a bypyridium group [140].

Due to the electron donating character of the macrocyclic oligothiophenes [91, 110,

114] their HOMO lies closer to the Fermi level of the HOPG than the LUMO when ad-

sorbed on this substrate [141]. Thus the frontier orbitals are asymmetrically aligned,

which is reflected in the asymmetric, diode-like behavior of the I–V characteristics.

At negative substrate bias, the electron current from the substrate to the tip is as-

sisted by the HOMO of donor molecules, according to the orbital mediated tunneling

(OMTS) [22] or resonant tunneling [142] model, while at highly enough positive bias

the LUMO increases the tunneling probability.

Figure 4.3 shows the I–V characteristics through 8T8A between +1.6V and −1.6V

(substrate bias). At −1.6V the current is larger than at +1.6V, which verifies the closer

proximity of the HOMO to the Fermi level of the HOPG (closer metal electrode). Fig.

4.3a shows the average of 18 measurements when the bias is swept between −1.6 and

+1.6V (black line) and 26 measurements from +1.6V to −1.6V (blue line). Both traces

are identical within the error. The single measurements are displayed in Fig. 4.3b. Fig.

4.3c shows a single I–V measurement which deviates very little from the corresponding

average curve. This procedure has been done to avoid the presence and/or absence of

features due to the averaging process, yet the error lines are the standard deviation of

this averaging procedure. With the help of the nummerical derivative of the current,

the expression (dI/dV )/(I/V ) was calculated, which reflects better the local density

of states (LDOS) of the molecule [79, 80, 134]. From Fig. 4.3d one can extract the
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Figure 4.3 I–V of 8T8A. (a) Current–voltage characteristics across macrocycle 8T8A

for forward and back traces. Black forward trace is the average of 18 I–Vs and blue

backward is the average of 26 I–Vs. Conditions: Us = −0.90V and It = 80pA. (b)

Whole set of data for the average in (a). (c) Single I–V measurement with the error

lines of the average of the 18 I–Vs for the forward trace. (d) Numerical derivative

(dI/dV ) and (dI/dV )/(I/V ) of the single I–V in (b).
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Figure 4.4 I–V of E–8T7A. (a) Current–voltage characteristics across macrocycle

E–8T7A for forward and back traces. Black forward and green backward traces are

the average of 13 I–Vs. Conditions: Us = −0.95V and It = 85pA. (b) Single I–V

measurement with the error lines of the average of the 13 I–Vs for the forward trace.

(d) Numerical derivative (dI/dV ) and (dI/dV )/(I/V ) of the single I–V in (b).

information of the position of the frontier orbitals to be at −1.4V and +1.5V for the

HOMO and LUMO, respectively.

Figure 4.4 displays the I–V characteristics through E–8T7A between +1.6V and

−1.7V. Similarly to the case of 8T8A, the current is larger at negative substrate bias

than at positive, which verifies the donor character of the macrocycle. For the average

values (Fig. 4.4a) both forward and back traces have identical characteristics. From the

single measurement in Fig. 4.4b, the position of the HOMO and LUMO are calculated

to be −1.2V and +1.5V, respectively.
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4.2.1 Electrochemical switching of Z,Z–8T6A in the 2D crys-

tal

Single Z,Z–8T6A molecules forming an ordered 2D crystal are probed with the STM tip

and undergo cyclic spectroscopy. When the sweep direction is from negative to positive

substrate bias, no isomerization is detected and the I–V characteristics of Z,Z–8T6A

are recorded. At high positive substrate bias, the isomerization from Z,Z–8T6A to

E,E–8T6A occurs, hence sweeping from (high) positive to negative bias shows the I–V

characteristics of E,E–8T6A.

Figure 4.5 displays the I–V characteristics through E,E–8T6A and Z,Z–8T6A.

When swept from +1.6V to −1.5V (Figs. 4.5a,c) both macrocycles showed equal

behavior within the error lines. At positive bias values the current is smaller than at

corresponding negative values, which verifies the closer proximity of the HOMO to the

Fermi level of the HOPG (closer metal electrode). On the other hand, in the case of

Z,Z–8T6A, when sweept from −1.5V to +1.6V (Fig. 4.5b), the back trace has a larger

onset (∼ 0.15V). In the case of E,E–8T6A (Fig. 4.5d), both forward and back trace

show the same aspect, similar to Fig. 4.5c.
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The difference between forward and back trace for Z,Z–8T6A (Fig 4.5a,b) is de-

tected only at negative substrate values; at positive substrate bias the I–V charac-

teristics are similar. Moreover, this occurs only when started at negative substrate

bias (−1.5V), suggesting that at the most extreme positive substrate bias (+1.6V) a

change occurs in the molecule. It is ruled out that this change arises from different

tip-to-sample distances because this would produce a difference at the positive bias

portion as well.

From cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments (Fig. 4.6), it is found that the macrocy-

cle Z,Z–8T6A isomerizes to E,E–8T6A after the formation of a dication [113]. CV anal-

ysis of Z,Z–8T6A displays a sharp oxidation peak corresponding with a two-electron

process, followed by two cathodic peaks identical to those of E,E–8T6A. A second

cycle reproduces the same voltammogram of E,E–8T6A, concluding that Z,Z–8T6A

isomerizes to E,E–8T6A through a two-electron oxidation process.

Furthermore, chemical oxidation experiments with equivalents of Fe(ClO4)3 fol-

lowed by UV-Vis-NIR showed that both Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A produce [E,E -

8T6A]·+ in the first oxidation step and then [E,E -8T6A]2+, showing that [Z,Z -8T6A]·+

is not stable. Therefore, it is suggested that the macrocycle Z,Z–8T6A goes through

an isomerization process via an electrochemical reaction, when closely adsorbed to the

positively biased HOPG substrate. In this sense, the black curve of Fig. 4.5b repre-

sents the actual I–V characteristics of Z,Z–8T6A, while the back trace (yellow curve)

the I–V characteristics of the newly isomerized species E,E–8T6A.

The macrocycles 8T6A are nearly planar and stabilized only by weak interactions

with the substrate. The interface generated when a bias is applied is a capacitive

one, where the charges have a longer residence time than in a hypothetically pure

ohmic interface [143]. Thus in this capacitive interface, the molecule Z,Z -8T6A can

get positively charged and then isomerized to [E,E -8T6A]·+.
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Figure 4.5 I–V of E,E–8T6A and Z,Z–8T6A. Current–voltage characteristics

across Z,Z–8T6A (a and b) and E,E–8T6A (c and d), cyclic measurements started

at the black dot and finish at the yellow/red arrow. (a) Bias swept from +1.6 to

−1.5V. Average of 17 measurements. (b) Bias swept from −1.5 to +1.6V. Average of

16 measurements. (c) Bias swept from +1.6 to −1.5V. Average of 18 measurements.

(d) Bias swept from −1.5 to +1.6V. Average of 20 measurements. Error are shown as

dashed lines. Data recorded at substrate bias −0.90V, current setpoint 90 pA. Only

the values from −1.3 to +1.5V are shown.
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Figure 4.6 Cyclic voltammograms of E,E–8T6A and Z,Z–8T6A. (a) E,E–

8T6A: scan range from −0.5V to +1.0V. (b) Z,Z–8T6A: scan range from −0.5V to

+0.3V (red line), −0.5V to +0.6V (blue line), −0.5V to +1.0V (black solid line)

and −0.5V to +1.0V (black dashed line). Conditions: 0.1M n-Bu4NPF6 in 1,2-

dichloroethane, Ag/AgCl reference electrode with a Luggin capillary, Pt disk working

electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, 0.2V s−1 at 25◦C. Reprinted from [113] with the

permission of the American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.7 Two cycles I–V of Z,Z–8T6A. Current–voltage characteristics across

Z,Z–8T6A corresponding to two cyclic scans from −1.6 to +1.8V, only the values from

−1.5 to +1.5V are shown. Conditions: Us = −0.90V and It = 90pA.

By performing cyclic measurements on the macrocycle Z,Z–8T6A, one can repro-

duce the voltammetry results. Figure 4.7 displays a two cycle STS measurement

through a single molecule of Z,Z–8T6A starting at −1.6V. The first part in black

(1.np) corresponds to the I–V characteristics of Z,Z–8T6A. After keeping the maxi-

mum positive substrate voltage (+1.8V) for an additional millisecond, the formation

of the cationic species [E,E -8T6A]·+ occurs (since [Z,Z -8T6A]·+ is not stable) and then

the I–V characteristics of E,E -8T6A are reproduced (2.pn in yellow). A second cycle

(3.np and 4.pn) confirms the formation of E,E -8T6A. Since every cyclic measurement

takes around 90ms to be completed, 180ms for the two cycles of Fig. 4.7, the two

cycle measurements are not very reproducible, mainly due to lateral drift and molecule

interchange processes.

Figure 4.8 shows cyclic measurements starting at negative and positive bias for the

isomers Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A at higher nominal tunneling impedance. From the

first part of the yellow curve of Fig. 4.8a (negative to positive, panel np in 4.8c) one

can get the HOMO and LUMO of Z,Z–8T6A to be at −1.22V and 1.52V, respectively.

Meanwhile, the second part of the yellow curve in Fig. 4.8a (positive to negative, panel

pn in 4.8c) corresponds to the now isomerized macrocycle E,E–8T6A, with LUMO at
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Figure 4.8 Cyclic I–V for Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A. Current–voltage char-

acteristics across (a) Z,Z–8T6A and (b) E,E–8T6A, cyclic measurements showing

(a)symmetry depending on the starting bias. (a) Cyclic scan starting at positive bias

(black curve, pnp) and negative (yellow curve, npn) with error lines from 21 measure-

ments (black) and 19 measurements (yellow). Data recorded at substrate bias −0.90V

and current setpoint 50 pA. (b) Cyclic scan starting at positive bias (red curve, pnp)

and negative (black curve, npn) with error lines from 17 measurements (red), 25 mea-

surements (black). Data recorded at substrate bias −0.90V, current setpoint 75 pA.

(c) Numerical derivative (dI/dV ) and (dI/dV )/(I/V ) of the yellow I–V in (a). (d)

Numerical derivative (dI/dV ) and (dI/dV )/(I/V ) of the red I–V in (b).
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1.51V and HOMO at −1.40V. From Fig. 4.8b similar values are obtained for E,E–

8T6A at 1.44V for the LUMO and −1.46V for the HOMO (4.8d). The sharp features

in the yellow curve of Fig. 4.8a above 1.4V for both forward and back traces are

obtained independently several times, and they are only obtained when starting from

negative bias for the macrocycle Z,Z–8T6A. These features are considered a true effect

of the formation of a highly conductive positive species, most probable a cationic one,

following the isomerization at positive substrate bias.

To validate the isomerization over large scales, STS difference maps were created

and shown in Fig. 4.9. These maps were obtained by measuring single I–V character-

istics on a 52×52 grid over a 200nm×200nm area. Then current bitmaps were created

at the starting and final bias values. The average of the (52× 52 =)2704 pnp measure-

ments is depicted as a red curve in Fig. 4.9b, while the 2704 npn measurements are

in yellow. It is noticeable that the averaging process smoothed the features presented

in Fig. 4.8. The map in Fig. 4.9c is the difference between the current values of the

pnp red curve between 1.7–1.8V for the forward and back traces (grayed out in Fig.

4.9b). This first map has most of the values distributes around 0 nA, with a mean value

of −0.0037 nA. Moreover, the map in Fig 4.9d is the difference between the bitmaps

for the npn yellow curve for values between −1.5 and −1.6V, with most of the values

lying between 0.024 and 0.44 nA and a mean value of 0.23 nA. The color scale in the

difference maps corresponds to one standard deviation above and below the center.
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Figure 4.9 STS maps of Z,Z–8T6A SAM. (a) STM height image; included is the

fast Fourier transform (FFT). Imaging conditions: Us = −0.90V and It = 90pA. A

dotted grid shows part of the STS grid used for the spectroscopy measurements. (b)

Average cyclic scan from −1.6 to +1.80V (yellow curve, npn) and +1.80V to −1.6V

(red curve, pnp). Each averaged curve comprised 52×52 individual measurements over

a 200nm×200nm area. (c) Difference maps between final and starting values for the

pnp cyclic scans. (d) Difference map between final and starting values for the npn

cyclic scans. STS conditions: Us = −0.90V and It = 50pA. The gray areas in (b) are

the values used to generate the maps in (c) and (d).
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4.2.2 Overview of frontier orbitals of 8-mers

Using TD-DFT calculations at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level the energy of the

frontier orbitals HOMO and LUMO was determined, together with theoretical absorp-

tivity spectra of the 8-mer macrocycles. TD-DFT extends normal (time-independent)

DFT into the time domain, thus allowing more precision in the treatment of elec-

tronically excited states. TD-DFT has been previously used to evaluate electronic

transitions in cyclic oligothiophenes [144] and complexes of them [145]. From the max-

imum energy of the theoretical absorptivity (see Appendix A.2), which is simulated

from the major allowed transitions, the theoretical optical gap values were extracted,

which are in good agreement with the experimental results determined from UV/vis

measurements in dichloromethane solutions (see Table 4.1).

Furthermore, it was noticed that the values for optical gaps are around 1 eV smaller

than the difference ELUMO − EHOMO from TD-DFT calculations. The optical gap,

both experimental and theoretical, corresponds to the energy of the lowest allowed

electronic transition(s) via absorption, which in the present case involves a combination

of different contributions (see table A.2 for details). This optical gap Eopt is often

smaller than the fundamental gap, which can be defined as the difference between the

ionization potential and electron affinity, Efund = IP−EA. The reason of this difference

lies in the electron-hole pair binding energy EB, which binds electrostatically electron

and hole in the excited state [146],

Efund = Eopt + EB = IP− EA. (4.1)

The band gap measured by STM corresponds to the transport gap, which is the min-

imum energy necessary to induce a positive charge in the molecule minus the energy

gained by adding a negative charge in the same molecule. By its definition, this trans-

port gap would be equivalent to the fundamental gap. However, in the case of a single

molecule carrying a charge, the transport gap is typically smaller than the fundamental

one mainly due to the strong polarization of adjacent molecules and/or the substrate,

an effect that typically reduces to about 1 eV in π-conjugated molecules [146], consis-

tent with the difference measured for the 8-mer macrocycles.

Table 4.1 summarizes the energy level of the frontier orbitals measured by cyclic
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voltammetry, estimated from DFT calculations using unsubstituted macrocycles and

from the STS measurements in the present study. The position of the HOMO and

LUMO measured by STS is independent of the amount of ethynylene and ethylene

groups. Additionally, the position of the LUMO for all the molecules studied lies at

−3.0 eV, which is not surprising due to the donor like behavior of the oligothiophene

macrocycles [109]. TD-DFT calculations showed a very similar LUMO for all the

molecules, with a maximum difference of 0.07 eV between them. Meanwhile, the TD-

DFT HOMO values lie closer to the ones measured by STS than the LUMO values, in

accordance with the donor character of the macrocycles. Moreover, TD-DFT results

confirm the difference in HOMO values from STS measurements of 0.2 eV between the

photoisomers Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A, which allows to distinguish between their

STS and helped to determine the in situ isomerization. It is important to notice as

well that the optical gaps (both experimental and theoretical) are within the energetic

range of the effective gap measured here.

It has to be stressed out that there is a significant difference between the position

of the HOMO and LUMO levels measured by STS and the DFT values. Once aro-

matic molecules are adsorbed on a (semi)metallic substrate like HOPG, shifts in the

frontier levels can be induced by interface dipole effects [147], charge transfer from the

substrate [148] and variations in the work function of the HOPG [149].
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Table 4.1 Energy levels of frontier orbitals of 8-mers.

Compound
HOMOa

(eV)

HOMOb

(eV)

HOMOc

(eV)

LUMOb

(eV)

LUMOc

(eV)

Optical gapb

(eV)

Band gapc

(eV)

Optical gapd

(eV)

Z,Z–8T6A e −6.02 −5.7 −2.03 −3.0 2.86 2.7 3.02

E,E–8T6A −5.1 −6.19 −5.9 −2.06 −3.0 2.84 2.9 2.80

8T8A −5.2 −6.26 −5.9 −2.06 −3.0 2.92 2.9 2.85

E–8T7A e −6.19 −5.7 −1.99 −3.0 2.91 2.7 2.82

aDeduced from oxidation potential measurements [113]. bHOMO and LUMO level of unsubstituted 8-mers estimated at the

CAM-B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level. Optical gap is the energy of the maximum absorption, simulated from the major allowed

transitions determined by TD-DFT. cSTS in present study (HOPG work function 4.5 eV [98]). dFrom optical

measurements in CH2Cl2 at 25◦C. eNot determined.
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4.3 Optical switching of self-assembled macrocycles

at solid-liquid interfaces

2D crystalline monolayers of Z,Z–8T6A (E,E–8T6A) reversible photoswitch to an or-

dered 2D crystal of E,E–8T6A (Z,Z–8T6A) upon illumination with light at 365 nm

(546 nm). The switching process occurs in situ at the solid-liquid interface and results

in changes in 2D-hexagonal packing of the isomers.

Fully conjugated π-expanded oligothiophene macrocycles are closely related to

redox-active oligothiophene macrocycles, which exhibit great potential for optoelec-

tronic applications, organic solar cells and field-effect transistors, among many oth-

ers [150]. Tailoring such functional materials at surfaces is therefore highly attractive.

Moreover, the design of photoresponsive switchable monolayers is of particular interest

towards the development of smart surfaces and interfaces [151, 152]. Diarylethene-
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and azobenzene-containing molecules are among the most common choices to fabricate

photoswitchable self-assembled monolayers [153, 154]. Not only reversibility, but as

well the combination of different functionalities such as large structural changes [155],

electronic transport [156] and host-guest capability [157] are highly desirable for the

next generation of versatile photoresponsive molecules.

Z,Z–8T6A and E,E–8T6A isomerize by irradiation in solution [113]. As shown in

Figure 3.6, an octanoic acid solution of Z,Z–8T6A reproduces the absorption spectrum

of E,E–8T6A after only 4min of UV irradiation at 365 nm. Further irradiating the

same solution with white light from a fluorescent lamp slowly recovers the original

spectra of Z,Z–8T6A. Moreover, as described in section 4.1, the photoisomers Z,Z–

8T6A and E,E–8T6A can be distinguished as well by the unit cell parameters upon

self-assembly at the solid-liquid interface between its octanoid acid solution and the

basal plane of graphite. A close look at the STM images reveals that the contrasts of

the moieties assigned to the macrocycles’ core are consistent with the optimized DFT

structures [113].

Furthermore, macrocycle E,E–8T6A can incorporate fullerene C60 in its inner cavity

to form a Saturn-like complex thanks to the van der Waals interactions between C60 and

the sulfur atoms of the thiophene units [113]. These complex formation capabilities

of E,E–8T6A and 8T8A [113] together with the photoswitching properties of E,E–

8T6A←→Z,Z–8T6A and the adsorption of 8-mers on either HOPG (section 4.1) or

as complex on templated HOPG (section 4.4), place 8-mers as good candidates for

versatile photoresponsive materials.

In order to reproduce the switching results at the solid-liquid interface, a home-

built STM was employed, and placed on an optical table equipped with a multimode

optical fiber for direct illumination of the sample (described in the subsection 3.1.6).

An octanoic acid solution of Z,Z–8T6A (concentration of ∼ 5 × 10−5M) was applied

to the basal plane of freshly cleaved HOPG. Several images were recorded at different

positions on the sample, and corrected with respect to the hexagonal HOPG lattice

underneath. The sample was then irradiated (maximum intensity ∼ 0.8mWcm−2 for

5–30min) with light from a UV-LED lamp with a maximum emission peak at 365 nm.

A set of transition images were recorded to follow the change in the unit cell dimensions.
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After switching a set of images was recorded again and corrected with respect to the

HOPG basal plane. The last procedure was repeated starting with a solution of similar

concentration (∼ 5×10−5M) of E,E–8T6A. In this case, the light source was a HAL 100

lamp with a TRITC filter set (546±16) nm with a maximum intensity of ∼ 1mWcm−2

for 5–20min. The increment in the temperature of the solvent due to the irradiation is

estimated to be as small as 0.1Kmin−1 at maximum power, neglecting even possible

energy transfer to the substrate.

4.3.1 Photoconversion from Z,Z–8T6A to E,E–8T6A

The conversion from Z,Z–8T6A to E,E–8T6A upon UV illumination takes place after

several minutes and varies from experiment to experiment (between 5 and 30min). The

photoisomerization process is expected to take place in solution, through a dynamic

exchange of molecules between the solution and the interface. Figure 4.10 shows the

STM height image of Z,Z–8T6A before and after 11min of illumination with UV

light. From the FFT of both images one can measure an increment in the unit cell

from aZZ = (2.83 ± 0.38) nm, bZZ = (2.83 ± 0.38) nm, θZZ = (62 ± 2)◦ to aEE =

(2.93 ± 0.25) nm, bEE = (2.98 ± 0.25) nm, θEE = (61 ± 2)◦. Not only the unit cell

changes upon illumination, but also the orientation of the adsorbed molecules changes

by 7◦, as marked with dashed lines on each figure. The orientation with respect to the

underlying graphene changes consequently from 25◦ to 18◦. A defect on the substrate

in the top right part of each image is used as a guide.

Figure 4.11 shows that the transition between the unit cells in Fig. 4.10 occurs

gradually. The first STM height image (Fig. 4.10a) was recorded after 5min of il-

lumination using UV light; each subsequent image is taken after two minutes from

the previous one. FFT of each height image is shown as inset. Intensity profile lines

along the x-axis of the FFT images are shown in Fig. 4.11e and depict the number

of detectable peaks in the FFT. It starts with the ordered region shown in the STM

image in Fig. 4.10a, which shows only three non-redundant peaks in the FFT (green

dashed line in Fig. 4.11e). This region got disordered. From the FFT of Fig. 4.11a two

different unit cells can be identified and five peaks in the intensity profile (black solid

line in Fig. 4.11e). In Fig. 4.11b the symmetry spots of unit cells merged in broader
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Figure 4.10 Photoconversion from Z,Z–8T6A to E,E–8T6A. (a) STM height

image and FFT before illumination of a sample of Z,Z–8T6A. Us = −0.20V and It =

110 pA. (b) STM height image and FFT of the same region after 11min of illumination

with UV light. Us = −0.30V and It = 100 pA. Dashed lines show the orientation of

the adsorbed molecules, and white arrows the orientation of the underlying HOPG.

intensities, with six intensity peaks from the FFT (red solid line in Fig. 4.11e). Finally

in Figs. 4.11c,d the double peaks fade out, consolidating the new unit cell (E,E–8T6A).

The magenta solid line Fig. 4.11e shows the intensity profile along the x-axis of the

FFT of Fig. 4.11d (same 4.10b) with the recovery of only three non-redundant main

peaks. The regularity (order) of the 2D pattern is determined by a figure of merit that

one may call Order Peak Ratio [158], defined by the ratio between the intensity (Imax)

and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the FFT peaks shown in Fig. 4.11e:

Rorder = Imax/FWHM. As plotted in Fig. 4.11f, Rorder increases for the two main peaks

of the new unit cell.
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Figure 4.11 Order increment in the transition to E,E–8T6A. (a)–(d) STM

height images of a sample of Z,Z–8T6A during irradiation with UV light. Each panel

is taken in approximately the same region with two minutes between them. The FFT

of each image is shown as inset. (e) Solid lines from top to bottom mark the intensity

profile along the x-axis of the FFTs in (a)-(d). The positions of the main intensities

are marked using different symbols. The green dashed line is from Fig. 4.10a. (f)

Evolution in time of the order peak ratio (Rorder) for the two main peaks of the new

unit cell. The green mark is for the main peak in the FFT of Fig. 4.10a. STM

conditions: Us = −0.30V and It = 100 pA.
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4.3.2 Photoconversion from E,E–8T6A to Z,Z–8T6A

Switching from a 2D-monolayer of E,E–8T6A to the corresponding monolayer of its

photoisomer Z,Z–8T6A is achieved upon irradiation with light at 546 ± 16 nm. This

conversion takes typically less time than the reverse one. Figure 4.12 displays data for

a sample of E,E–8T6A that had been irradiated for 2min (a 100 nm×100 nm sample

size takes around 2 minutes to complete), where a sudden change in the orientation

and size of the ordered monolayer is registered while scanning a single frame. Although

E,E–8T6A is more stable than Z,Z–8T6A, the photoconversion in solution from E,E–

8T6A to Z,Z–8T6A occurs more easily than the reverse reaction [113], which confirms

the photoisomerization process taking place in solution and that the observed changes

at the solid-liquid interface are due to the rapid interchange of switched molecules with

the solution [159, 160]: irradiation of the system will increase the Z,Z–8T6A (E,E–

8T6A in the last subsection) concentration in solution and the desorption of E,E–8T6A

(Z,Z–8T6A) molecules from the solid surface, thus enhancing the adsorption of Z,Z–

8T6A (E,E–8T6A).

The lower part of Fig. 4.12a corresponds to the initial E,E–8T6A monolayer,

which from the FFT (red circles) gives a unit cell of aEE = (2.87 ± 0.31) nm, bEE =

(2.97 ± 0.31) nm, θEE = (59 ± 3)◦. The upper part of the STM image correspond

to the intensities associated with the yellow circles, which gives a unit cell of aZZ =

(2.79 ± 0.22) nm, bZZ = (2.81 ± 0.22) nm, θZZ = (59 ± 2)◦ and it is identified with

Z,Z–8T6A. Also a change in the orientation by 14◦ is measured. The large errors here

are due to the small sample size and the noisy nature of the sampling. Fig. 4.12c

shows a typical E,E–8T6A sample before illumination with average unit cell (from 8

images) of aEE = (2.90 ± 0.02) nm, bEE = (2.92 ± 0.02) nm, θEE = (60 ± 1)◦. After

12min of illumination with light at 546 nm, an average unit cell (out of 7 images) of

aZZ = (2.82 ± 0.01) nm, bZZ = (2.82 ± 0.02) nm, θZZ = (60.6 ± 0.7)◦ is determined

corresponding to the unit cell of Z,Z–8T6A.
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Figure 4.12 Photoconversion from E,E–8T6A to Z,Z–8T6A. (a) STM height

image showing the transition between monolayer order for E,E–8T6A (below the white

dotted line) to Z,Z–8T6A after illumination with light at 546 ± 16 nm. The green

arrow indicates the scan direction. Scale bar size 10 nm. (b) FFT image showing both

hexagonal patterns. The one connecting the red circles corresponds to the unit cell of

E,E–8T6A: aEE = (2.87±0.31) nm, bEE = (2.97±0.31) nm, θEE = (59±3)◦; the yellow

circles marked the Z,Z–8T6A one: aZZ = (2.79 ± 0.22) nm, bZZ = (2.81 ± 0.22) nm,

θZZ = (59 ± 2)◦. (c) STM height image of E,E–8T6A taken before illumination.

Average unit cell: aEE = (2.90 ± 0.02) nm, bEE = (2.92 ± 0.02) nm, θEE = (60 ± 1)◦.

Scale bar size 5 nm. (d) STM height image of Z,Z–8T6A 10min after the transition

image in (a). Average unit cell: aZZ = (2.82 ± 0.01) nm, bZZ = (2.82 ± 0.02) nm,

θZZ = (60.6± 0.7)◦. Scale bar size 5 nm. STM conditions for all images: Us = −1.23V

and It = 95pA.
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4.3.3 Correlation of unit cell parameters E,E–8T6A←→Z,Z–

8T6A

The experiments detailed in the previous subsections were repeated at least four times

for different samples, meaning different tips and freshly HOPG substrates. In not all

the attempts it was possible to detect precise indications of the transition between the

unit cells, but for all of them several unit cells could be measured before and after

the irradiation. Figure 4.13 records the results of these photoconversion experiments.

A covariance matrix plot shows the unit cells a and b starting from Z,Z–8T6A (filled

circles) and from E,E–8T6A (empty squares) to the photoisomer E,E–8T6A (filled

squares) and Z,Z–8T6A (empty circles) using UV light and green light (546 nm), re-

spectively. Each square or circle represents a unit cell measurement in a different region

of the sample.

The average unit cell for all the initial Z,Z–8T6A ordered monolayers is aZZ =

(2.77 ± 0.04) nm, bZZ = (2.81 ± 0.03) nm, θZZ = (60.8 ± 0.8)◦, which after switching

changes to aEE = (2.86 ± 0.03) nm, bEE = (2.91 ± 0.03) nm, θEE = (60.4 ± 0.5)◦.

Meanwhile, starting from monolayers of E,E–8T6A, the average unit cell is aEE =

(2.87 ± 0.04) nm, bEE = (2.93 ± 0.03) nm, θEE = (60.3 ± 0.8)◦, that after switching is

aZZ = (2.80± 0.05) nm, bZZ = (2.84± 0.04) nm, θZZ = (60.7± 0.7)◦. The fact that the

unit cell for Z,Z–8T6A when switching from E,E–8T6A is slightly larger than the one

for the initial Z,Z–8T6A, tells about an incomplete transition and possible remains of

E,E–8T6A molecules in the new formed Z,Z–8T6A monolayer, not affecting however

the order of the array.
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Figure 4.13 Unit cell covariance of switching macrocycles. Covariance matrix

plot showing the measured unit cells before and after illuminating the samples. From

Z,Z–8T6A (filled circles) to E,E–8T6A (filled squares) the switching occurs after using

a UV LED-source at 365 nm. From E,E–8T6A (empty squares) to Z,Z–8T6A (empty

circles) the switching occurs with a TRITC filter set (546 nm). The confidence ellipsoids

are drawn with a 95% of confidence level.
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4.4 Templated self-assembly of a macrocycle com-

plex

A three-component 3D functional supramolecular structure is formed after a self-

assembly monolayer of trimesic acid provides host-sites for the expitaxial ordering of

complexes E,E–8T6A·C60 in mono- and bilayers. Molecular dynamics simulations cor-

roborate the arrangement of the adlayers, visualized via STM tomography. STS reveal

the modification of the rectifying properties of the macrocycles and the increment of the

rectification ratio when creating a second monolayer of templated complexes.

Weak interactions between molecules (section 2.2), i.e: van der Waals and hydrogen-

bonding, allow to create all kinds of crystalline arrangements of molecules when ad-

sorbed onto the adequate substrate [52, 161]. For example, De Feyter and co-workers

created 2D crystals of three- and four-component on HOPG by combining H-bonding

interactions and alkyl chain interdigitation [162, 163], exhibiting the importance of

weak interactions to laterally stabilize the 2D self-assembly.

Host-guest complexation is yet another common strategy to create supramolecular

nanostructures. Large and crystalline two-dimensional self-assembled monolayers based

on di-apto hydrogen-bonding interactions between trimesic acids (TMA, Fig. 4.14a)

provide a host site to C60 molecule guests [164].

Mastering the creation of ordered 2D self-assembled molecular structures on a solid
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Figure 4.14 Molecular structure of TMA and complex E,E–8T6A·C60. (a)

Molecular structure of TMA and arrangement for the hydrogen-bonding honeycomb-

like network where each TMA molecule form di-apto H-bonding with any three neigh-

bour molecules. (b) Molecular structure of the π-expanded oligothiophene macrocycles

in its E,E form complexed with C60. Fullerenes C60 are coordinated by the electron

donor structure of the macrocycle.

surface represents the first major step towards the engineering of 3D supramolecular

materials [29] and designing of molecular electronic devices [16, 165]. For instance,

Weiss and co-workers [166] visualized the formation of highly ordered complexes of

rare earth metals sandwiched between two phtalocyanines. Blunt et al. tailored the

step to 3D architectures by promoting the formation of a layer of host molecules onto

previously complexed C60 molecules, forming double host sites for each guest [59].

In section 4.1 it is shown how the self-assembly of an ordered monolayer of π-

expanded macrocycles is favoured at the interface between HOPG and a fatty acid

solution, where under similar experimental conditions C60 molecules alone do not ad-

sorb [167]. Here, it is found that the attractive interaction between the HOPG and

the macrocycle E,E–8T6A is not sufficient to drive the formation of an ordered mono-

layer of the Saturn-like complex (E,E–8T6A·C60, Fig. 4.14b) at the interface between

its heptanoic acid solution and the graphite surface. This may be due to the most

favourable energy interaction of the complex. Therefore, a modification of the sub-

strate was attempted to adsorb both components of the complex, macrocycle and C60.
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4.4.1 Self-assembly of E,E–8T6A·C60 on TMA template

Hydrogen-bonding involving two adjacent carboxylic acids is the most widely used

motive to form 2D networks [168]. The small three-fold-symmetric TMA consists

of a central benzene core decorated with three carboxylic acids and has proven to

form large scale and highly crystalline domains, when employed with the right solvent

and substrate [169]. Moreover, a TMA honeycomb-like network (Fig. 4.14a) hosts

efficiently C60 molecules due to the favorable energetic stabilization of the host-guest

interaction [58]. The investigation here focused on the recognition of the host-sites in

a monolayer of TMA by the in-solution complexed C60 fullerenes.

Figure 4.15a displays the extended honeycomb-like structure formed when TMA

adsorbs at the solid-liquid interface between its solution in heptanoic acid and HOPG.

The hexagonal cavities exhibit a pore diameter of about 12 Å [164, 169]. Figure 4.15b

shows a STM height image of the 2D TMA-crystal; the unit cell parameters agree with

previous reports [58, 164].

The addition of a drop of heptanoic acid solution of the complex E,E–8T6A·C60 to

the previously formed honeycomb TMA network causes the spontaneous formation of

a hexagonal network with one molecular complex per unit cell (Fig. 4.15d). Complex

E,E–8T6A·C60 forms an epitaxial monolayer with the TMA network as sketched in

Fig. 4.15c, while steric hindrance prevents two neighbouring pores to host one complex

each; every complex E,E–8T6A·C60 is rather hosted in an alternate pore of the TMA

honeycomb, making the unit cell of E,E–8T6A·C60 a (
√
3 ×
√
3)R30◦ superstructure

of the unit cell of TMA. The STM height image in Fig. 4.15d shows a close-packed

arrangement of donut-like shaped objects only at high positive sample bias (+0.70V >

Us > +1.20V), whereas at negative bias the image of the TMA honeycomb-like network

is recovered (details in the next subsection STM tomography).
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Figure 4.15 2D-template of TMA for the complex E,E–8T6A·C60. (a)

Schematics of the honeycomb-like network formed on the basal plane of HOPG; the size

of the host cavity is around 12 Å. The hexagonal unit cell (a = b = 1.70 nm, θ = 60◦)

is rotated 8◦ with respect to the HOPG axes. (b) STM height image of a honeycomb-

like network of TMA; unit cell and imaging parameters: a = (1.70 ± 0.09) nm,

b = (1.69 ± 0.03) nm, θ = (60 ± 3)◦, Us = −1.01V and It = 46pA. (c) Molecular

schematic of the epitaxially arranged E,E–8T6A·C60 monolayer, where C60 is hosted

in the pores of the TMA-template network. (d) STM height image of the 2D network

formed upon the addition of a drop of solution of E,E–8T6A·C60 after forming the tem-

plate in (b). a = (2.84± 0.14) nm, b = (2.84± 0.15) nm, θ = (62± 5)◦, Us = +0.90V

and It = 50pA.
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Figure 4.16 Pathways to the formation of the templated E,E–8T6A·C60

SAM. Two possible pathways could afford the formation of the templated monolayer

of E,E–8T6A·C60: a two-step adsorption, in which non-complexed C60 is adsorbed

on TMA vacant sites followed by the formation of the complex again on these TMA

sites, and a onestep adsorption, where in-solution complex E,E–8T6A·C60 directly gets

adsorbed on the TMA sites.

Two possible pathways (Fig. 4.16) could afford the formation of the templated

monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60:

1. Two-step adsorption: complex E,E–8T6A·C60 is first dissociated in solution and

C60 is adsorbed on TMA sites to afford A. Then, E,E–8T6A forms complex

E,E–8T6A·C60 on the TMA sites, and the complex forms a 2D network B

2. One-step adsorption: complex E,E–8T6A·C60 is adsorbed on TMA sites to form

the bilayer self-assembly B.

The low solubility of C60 in heptanoic acid and its low density host-guest complexation

on a TMA honeycomb network [58], favours the one-step adsorption process.

Over large scales the templated monolayer is characterized by small crystalline

domains with diameters up to a few 10 nm, separated by grain boundaries, which

are mostly slip lines (Fig. 4.17). This observation indicates that the template is
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somewhat soft. From the FFT of Fig. 4.17, and Fig. 4.15d, one finds that the unit cell

parameters of the macrocycle network follow the relations: a2 =
√
3 · a1, b2 =

√
3 · b1

and θ1 = θ2 = 60◦, where a1, b1, and θ1 are the unit cell parameters of the TMA

network. Taking a1 = b1 = 1.7 nm, one gets a2 = b2 = 2.9 nm, which is in perfect

accordance with the measured results.

The maximum length of a complex E,E–8T6A·C60 with fully stretched butyl groups

is about 3.2 nm, according to X-ray crystallographic data [113]. This length is larger

than its unit cell parameters on the TMA network and since STM images could not re-

solve the butyl substituent groups, it is assumed that the side chains of E,E–8T6A·C60

are either back-folded into the supernatant solution or into the empty pores of the

template (see section 4.4.5 below), which might be attributed to the incommensu-

rability between the hexagonal TMA-networks and the quasi-eightfold symmetry of

E,E–8T6A·C60.
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Figure 4.17 Long-range STM height image of E,E–8T6A·C60 on TMA. Image

taken at Us = +1.05V and It = 56pA. The unit cell determined from the FFT, shown

as inset, corresponds to a = (3.0± 0.1) nm, b = (3.0± 0.2) nm, θ = (60± 1)◦.
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4.4.2 STM tomography

The STM tomography model [88] assumes that the energy frontier orbitals involved

in the resonant tunneling through the molecules within the tip-substrate gap are

shifted proportional to their distance to the surface, mainly due to its asymmetric

alignment [170]. Figures 4.17, 4.15d and 4.18b display STM height images after the

formation of the templated monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60. At currents on the order of

50 pA, stable images of donut-like moieties could be only recorded at positive sample

bias, while at negative sample bias the typical honeycomb-like network of TMA was

observed (Fig. 4.18c); at lower negative as well as positive bias (smaller than 0.6V)

no structures were recognized; and at high negative bias (−1.25V) unstable donut-like

molecules were observed (Fig. 4.18d). Moreover, C60 fullerenes could not be identified

at any substrate bias up to 1.2V in both polarities, while in similar templated systems

they appeared as high-contrast spots [58, 59, 91]. This experimental result can be

explained on the basis of the STM tomography model, which affects the visibility of

the TMA template and the complex E,E–8T6A·C60.

From DFT calculations (subsection 3.3.1), it has been determined that the HOMO

of the complex E,E–8T6A·C60 is located at the macrocycle, while the LUMO lies on

the C60 (Fig. 4.18a). Fig. 4.18b-d depicts energy diagrams of the position of the

HOMO of the TMA template (H1) and the complex (H2) together with STM height

images at the specified bias. Empty rectangles show the position of the HOMO when

no bias is applied, while filled rectangles are the shifted orbital levels.
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Figure 4.18 Bias set-point imaging of E,E–8T6A·C60 on TMA. (a) Isosurfaces showing the electron probability distribution

1 eV below and above the HOMO and LUMO of the complex E,E–8T6A·C60, respectively. (b) At positive substrate bias, the resonant

tunnelling is achieved through the HOMO of E,E–8T6A·C60 (H2), which is symmetrically distributed in the macrocycle. The height

image is shown below at Us = +0.85V and It = 45pA. (c) By switching to negative substrate bias, the resonant tunnelling occurs

through the HOMO of the underneath TMA (H1), as the image below shows at Us = −0.85V and It = 58pA. (d) Lowering the

negative substrate bias gives access again to H2, Us = −1.25V, It = 50pA. The tunnelling does not occur through the LUMO of

E,E–8T6A·C60 (localized in the C60) because of the closer proximity of both HOMOs to the Fermi level of the HOPG.
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Starting in Fig. 4.18b, the substrate is positively biased so that the resonant tun-

neling effect occurs as the electrons from the tip tunnel through the HOMO of the

complex (H2), which is shifted upwards (positive energy) more than the HOMO of

the TMA (H1). The STM height image shows the donut-like shape of E,E–8T6A·C60

which is associated with H2. When a negative bias is applied (Fig. 4.18c), the lower

position (more negative energy) of H1 makes it more accessible at negative imaging

bias (between −0.7 and −1.1V); here the STM height image depicts the honeycomb-

like network of TMA. Lowering the voltage even more (Fig. 4.18d) causes H2 to shift

more downwards (negative energy), which makes it accessible again at a bias around

−1.25V, but unstable for steady imaging.

Moreover, in the case where the substrate is positively biased, the LUMO of the

complex (not shown in Fig. 4.18) shifts upwards (positive energy), and when it is neg-

atively biased the shift downwards (negative energy) is not sufficient to be in resonance

due to the distance of the LUMO to the Fermi-level of HOPG, thus making the C60

invisible in both cases.

4.4.3 STS of templated complexes

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) (subsection 2.3.3) has been used to determine

the local electronic structure of the templated monolayer(s) of E,E–8T6A·C60. Figure

4.19a depicts the I–V characteristics across the macrocycle E,E–8T6A on HOPG (see

section 4.2) and the templated complex E,E–8T6A·C60. For bias values |Us| < 1.2V

both traces exhibit the expected asymmetric behaviour for donor molecules [171], with a

larger tunneling current at negative sample bias. However, for bias values |Us| > 1.2V,

the tunneling current through the donut-like moiety of E,E–8T6A·C60 is larger at

positive sample bias.

Moreover, for the case of the transport across E,E–8T6A·C60, the current levels

off at (0.35 ± 0.12) nA in the bias range between −1.2 and −1.5V; similar to what

has been previously reported for thiophene macrocycle networks covered with C60 [91].

This tendency is better depicted in the dI/dV spectra (Fig. 4.19b), which reflects more

directly the LDOS of the system [134]. This blockage, not observed in the case of E,E–

8T6A on HOPG, is attributed to the HOMO of the complex. A correspondingly clear
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Figure 4.19 STS of templated monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60. (a) Average I–V

characteristics over twenty measurements of a monolayer of templated E,E–8T6A·C60

(red circles, Us = +0.94V and It = 50pA), including error bars. For comparison the

average I–V trace of fifteen measurements of E,E–8T6A on HOPG was measured too

(blue triangles, Us = −1.0V and It = 80pA). For the templated monolayer of E,E–

8T6A·C60 the current saturates below −1.2V, which is not the case for E,E–8T6A. (b)

Differential conductance (dI/dV ) versus sample bias.

feature of the LUMO, however, is not observed in the here accessible bias range up to

+1.4V. The saturation of the current at negative bias values is associated with delo-

calization of excited states in the infinite π-conjugated system of the macrocycle [172]

and represents a key spectroscopic characteristic of this type of systems [91].

4.4.4 Templated bilayer of Saturn-like complexes

The monolayer growth of E,E–8T6A·C60 saturates after increasing the solution con-

centration. Figure 4.20 shows how the density of the templated monolayer increases

with time. Several islands, similar to the one depicted in Fig. 4.21a, are formed at

high concentrations, ∼ 10−4M. The higher contrast of the island suggests the forma-

tion of a second monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60 with a smaller step height than the one

typically observed for non-interacting C60 measured by STM [172]; nevertheless, the

apparent height in STM experiments is related to the LDOS and, therefore, it does

not allow to determine quantitatively a geometric height. The islands are attributed
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Figure 4.20 Saturation of a monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60. STM height images

showing the progression of the coverage with approximately two minutes between each

figure. Us = +0.91V and It = 65pA. The lower part of the image is HOPG covered

with TMA; after some minutes the islands reached a maximum size.

to a second monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60 grown epitaxially on the first one. Similar

bilayers are known to occur by π–π stacking of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [173],

metallo-ligand interactions of phthalocyanines [174] and guest-induced of two layers of

TPTC [59].

The arrangement of the second layer is resolved by applying set-point dependent

imaging (STM tomography). The image recorded in Fig. 4.21b shows the top layer

of E,E–8T6A·C60 at positive bias. Upon switching the bias to negative values, an

arrangement of bright spots and low contrast macrocycles is imaged (Fig. 4.21c),

which is associated with C60 molecules of the top layer of E,E–8T6A·C60 sitting on the

rims of the first layer complex. This adsorption site for C60 has been reported to be

the most favourable on other types of shape-persistent macrocycles [91, 110].

STS measurements through one (1ML) and two monolayers (2ML) of E,E–8T6A·C60

showed that the forward rectification is kept through the 2ML system (Fig. 4.21e).

However, in the case of the bilayer, the region where the current levels off was not

obtained for bias values down to 1.8V. The rectification ratio, defined as R(V0) =

|I(V0)/I(V0)|, where I(V0) is the current at a reference bias V0 (typically the highest

bias used), reaches an average value of 4.9 ± 1.2 for 2ML at 1.7V, while for 1ML of

E,E–8T6A·C60 it is 2.7 ± 1.1 at 1.7V, thus improving the rectification upon addition

of a second monolayer. For comparison, the average value of R for a monolayer of

E,E–8T6A on HOPG is 3.5± 1.1.
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Figure 4.21 Growth of a second monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60. (a) STM height image of a templated bilayer of E,E–8T6A·C60

in heptanoic acid solution. Measuring conditions Us = +1.05V and It = 42pA. (b,c) Bias set-point imaging at +1.05V (b) and

−1.05V (c) of the templated bilayer of E,E–8T6A·C60. Unit cell parameters: a = (2.85±0.04) nm, b = (2.85±0.04) nm, θ = (61±1)◦.

Marked region in (c) is shown with a different contrast to highlight the image of the macrocycles of the first templated monolayer.

The bright spots are attributed to the C60 of the layer on top. (d) Scheme of the suggested arrangement of the first and second layer

of E,E–8T6A·C60. C60 of the second layer lies on the rim of the first one. (e) I–V characteristic over fifteen measurements through

1ML and 2ML of 3. STS conditions: Us = +0.95V and It = 41pA.
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4.4.5 Molecular dynamics simulations of templated complexes

In order to rationalize the formation of the bilayer architectures of E,E–8T6A·C60 on

the TMA network in the light of the results in Fig. 4.21b,c, all force-field calculations

were performed using the program NAMD [130] with the CHARMM general force

field [175] (CGenff). First, the macrocycle E,E–8T6A was parametrized (see Appendix

A.1) using the force field toolkit [176] implemented in VMD visualization software [177].

The graphene slab used as substrate was kept fixed on all simulations, its atoms were

assigned atom type CG2R61 with no partial charge. A Langevin thermostat with

a damping coefficient of 1 ps−1 and a time step of 2 fs was used in all simulations.

A distance cutoff of the size of the periodic box was used to compute non-bonded

interactions. Electrostatic interactions were calculated using the Particle Mesh Ewald

(PME) method with a space grid of 0.5Å.

An orthorhombic box with periodic boundary conditions was used to reproduce

an infinite system. The first MD simulation involved a twelve pore TMA honeycomb

lattice (24 TMA molecules), located 6 Å above the 52 Å × 60 Å graphene together with

four E,E–8T6A·C60 complexes at 6 Å above the center of every second pore of TMA

(12 Å above graphene). A two nanosecond MD simulations at 300K showed stability

of the (
√
3 ×
√
3)R30◦ superstructure with a TMA-graphene separation of ∼ 3.45 Å,

the fullerenes C60 ∼ 6.6 Å from graphene and the macrocyclic part E,E–8T6A ∼ 0.6 Å

above the complexed C60 molecules. The in-plane position of the complex is stabilized

with its center of mass between 0.3 Å and 0.9 Å to the center of the pore. Moreover, Fig.

4.22b shows a side view of the templated monolayer, where the alkyl chains are folded

up, down into the empty pores of the template and in between complexes, confirming

the previous assumption.

Additionally, implicit ligand sampling (ILS) [178] was exploited to find the most

accessible and energetically favourable position for the molecules on the second mono-

layer. ILS evaluates the potential mean force (PMF) of placing a probe molecule

everywhere close to the system by means of the Gibbs free-energy cost. Figure 4.22a

shows a PMF map generated by probing with one C60 at 13.5 Å averaged over 1 ns

of MD simulations at 300K (25 frames), which locates the minimum energy positions
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Figure 4.22 MD analysis of the templated bilayer of E,E–8T6A·C60. Snapshot

of the self-assembled monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60 on the TMA template after 2 ns

simulation, top (a) and side view (b). A potential mean force map of a templated

monolayer of E,E–8T6A·C60 probed with a C60 averaged over 1 ns of MD simulations

(energy given in kcalmol−1) is also shown. The positions coloured in blue are the most

favourable for the molecule in agreement with the STM image in Fig. 4.21c.
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Figure 4.23 Non-bonded potential terms for MD of templated E,E–

8T6A·C60. Evolution of non-bonded potential terms for the MD simulations of tem-

plated 1ML and 2ML of E,E–8T6A·C60 on graphene. The energy terms correspond to

four complex molecules per monolayer.

where the probe molecule stands above the rim of the underlying molecule as it was

suggested by the STM measurements in Fig. 4.21. These positions represent the first

guesses for the MD simulation of the double layer, where another four E,E–8T6A·C60

complexes were incorporated. A further two nanoseconds MD simulations were used to

analyze the behaviour of this templated bilayer. Figure 4.22c,d shows snapshots after

2 ns of MD simulations; interestingly the macrocyclic part E,E–8T6A of the second

layer lowers 1.7 Å with respect to the corresponding C60 (12 Å from HOPG), while the

position of the first templated layer is not affected. This arrangement of the complexes

of the second layer decreases the energy of the system by 35 kcalmol−1 per complex

in the second layer (Figure 4.23), which grows linearly with the number of molecules

involved in the assembly.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook

“Queŕıan dormir, no por cansancio sino por

nostalǵıa de los sueños”

–Gabriel Garćıa Márquez

This thesis reports on the investigation of the formation of self-assembled supramolec-

ular structures of conjugated macrocycles in two- and three-dimensions at the surface

of graphite. Moreover, the electron transport properties of such supramolecular archi-

tectures towards functionality in molecular devices is addressed.

π-expanded oligothiophene macrocycle 8-mers were successfully self-assembled by

physisorption from a solution of a low dielectric constant organic solvent. While exhibit-

ing very similar topographies, the self-assembled monolayers present different electronic

properties and reactivity to external stimuli:

• The photoisomer Z,Z–8T6A switches to E,E–8T6A upon application of mod-

erately high bias within the tunneling region: an electrochemical switching via

cation formation. The changes were followed in situ by recording the tunneling

spectra in cyclic measurements. a statistical analysis over large areas supports

the switching mechanism.

• The two photoisomers E,E– and Z,Z–8T6A are known to isomerize in solution

upon irradiation. The isomerization process at the solid-liquid interface was

reproduced by direct illumination with an optical fiber, while following the ex-

periment using the STM. The in situ conversion between unit cells and change

in the orientation of the adsorbed macrocycles show that the photoisomerization

process is kinetically favourable and happens in solution with a rapid interchange

of molecules with the molecular monolayer on the substrate.
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Additionally, a combination of the non-covalent interactions guided the template

of epitaxial grown complexes E,E–8T6A·C60 to a TMA honeycomb-like network. This

three-component 3D supramolecular arrangement shows rectifying properties and pro-

vides a scaffold towards 3D growth of multiple layers of complexes. The arrangement

of a templated bilayer of complexes shows improved rectification properties.

This work contributes to the study of controllable engineering of supramolecular

materials with desirable (opto)electronic properties. For the future, a controlled deliv-

ery system triggered by the switching of the templated macrocycle-host seems desirable.

A complex of a oligothiophene macrocycle with a modified C60 with active groups can

be trapped in a two- or three-dimensional network with the adequate pore size similar

to that of the TMA network. The proper illumination and/or bias voltage can promote

the switching, releasing or collecting the active guest molecules.



Appendix

A.1 Parametrization of force field parameters for

E,E–8T6A

Molecule E,E–8T6A is a novel type of thiophene derivative macrocycle, therefore most

of the force field parameters of equation 3.5 have to be calculated. An automatic as-

signment of the parameters could be done at paramchem.org [179, 180]. The missing

parameters were fitting using the force field toolkit [176] (fftk) implemented in VMD vi-

sualization software [177]. The macrocycle E,E–8T6A is divided into reduced molecule

for ease of the calculation, especially those involved quantum mechanical calculations of

torsional scans. Figure A.1 shows the reduced molecules employed for the parametriza-

tion. Saturated and unsaturated aliphatic and aromatic hydrogens were automatically

assigned the standard charges 0.09, 0.150 and 0.106. Similarly, the partial charges of

saturated carbons in the groups –CH3 and –CH2 were assigned to the standard value

0.27 and 0.18, except for the carbon attached to thiophene units. Reduced compound

I and II were used to determine the partial charges of the atoms labeled in Fig. A.1.

These charges were assigned by analogy to equivalent atoms in reduced compounds III

and IV, which were then used to calculate the partial charges of the remaining atoms.

Equivalent charges were assigned to chemically equivalent atoms of thiophene, ethylene

and acethylene units; for example C3-C5 and C6-C7 in Fig. A.1.

Remaining bond, angle and dihedral parameters were fitted using reduced com-

pounds III and IV. Table A.1 summarizes the CGenff force field parameter fitting us-

ing fftk, only those parameters not assigned by analogy are reported. Lennard–Jones

parameters for each atom type are assigned by analogy.
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Figure A.1 Reduced molecules for the parametrization of E,E–8T6A

To validate the assigned parameters, the binding energy of the complex E,E–

8T6A·C60 is calculated by the quantity Ebind = E3 − (E2 + EC60), where E2, EC60

and E3 are the total energies after a 2000 steps minimization of the macrocycle E,E–

8T6A, C60 and the complex E,E–8T6A·C60 respectively. C60 molecules were assigned

atom type CG2R61 (aromatic) and no partial charge. The formation of the com-

plex is favored by (10 ± 5) kcalmol−1, which is fair agreement with enthalpy of com-

plexation estimated by van’t Hoff plot from binding constant in toluene-d8 solutions,

(5.5± 0.4) kcalmol−1 [113].
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Table A.1 Partial atomic charges and CGenFF force field parameters for

E,E–8T6A. Force constants Kb, Kθ and Kφ are given in kcalmol−1, b0 in Å, θ0 and

δ in degrees.

Partial charges Bonds Dihedrals

Atom charge Bond Kb b0 Dihedral Kφ n δ

S1 -0.099 CG2R51 CG1T1 354.50 1.405
CG2R51 CG2DC1

CG2DC1 HGA4
2.6010 2 180

C1 0.098 CG2R51 CG2DC1 375.79 1.457
CG2R51 CG2R51

CG2R51 CG2DC1
5.9920 2 180

C2 0.028 Angles
CG2R51 SG2R50

CG2R51 CG2DC1
27.555 1 0

C4 0.008 Angle Kθ θ0
CG2R51 CG2R51

CG2DC1 HGA4
1.4370 2 180

C3 C5 -0.115
SG2R50 CG2R51

CG1T
86.557 121.91

CG2R51 CG2DC1

CG2DC1 HGA4
1.0530 2 0

S2 -0.100
CG2R51 CG2R51

CG1T1
81.719 127.62

SG2R50 CG2R51

CG2DC1 CG2DC1

2.2720

0.5620

2

4

180

0

C6 C7 0.098
CG2R51 CG1T1

CG1T1
48.438 177.81

CG2R51 CG2R51

CG2DC1 CGDC1
0.2660 2 0

C8 C9 0.008
SG2R50 CG2R51

CGDC1
90.186 121.15

CG2R51 CG2DC1

CG2DC1 CG2R51
26.256 1 0

C10 -0.121
CG2R51 CG2R51

CGDC1
105.19 125.32

CG2DC1 CG2R51

CG2R51 CG321
2.6060 2 180

C11 -0.100
CG2R51 CG2DC1

HGA4
62.113 117.03

CG2R51 CG2R51

CG2R51 CG1T1
6.5880 2 180

C12 -0.115
CG2R51 CG2DC1

CG2DC1
88.719 125.37

CG2R51 SG2R50

CG2R51 CG1T1
7.494 2 180

CG2R51 CG321

CG321
58.35 114.00

CG321 CG2R51

CG2R51 SG2R50
20.846 1 0

CG2R51 CG2R51

CG2R51 CG321
7.6410 2 180

CG321 CG2R51

CG2R51 CG1T1
5.9940 1 180

CG321 CG2R51

CG2R51 CG321
13.116 1 180
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A.2 TD-DFT calculations on macrocyclic oligoth-

iophenes

TD-DFT calculations were done to determine the energetic position of the frontier

orbitals involved in the electronic transitions of the π-expanded oligothiophene macro-

cycles 8-mers. First, a geometry optimization of the unsubstituted version of the

macrocycles was performed at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. Using this

geometrically optimized structures as new started points, time-independent DFT cal-

culations with the CAM-B3LYP functional were carried out in order to establish more

reliable values for the LUMOs and allowed excited states. HOMO and LUMO values

from the TD-DFT calculations are showed in table 4.1 together with the optical gap de-

termined from the more significant contributions. Figures A.2-A.5 show the molecular

orbital energy level diagrams from TD-DFT calculation. Only the five lowest LUMO

and five highest HOMO are shown. For the symmetric molecules 8T8A (point group

D8(h)), Z,Z–8T6A (point group D2(h)) and E,E–8T6A (point group C2(h)), the allowed

transitions only happen from a symmetric orbital (g from German word gerade) to

an antisymmetric one (u from German word ungerade) or vice versa u ←→ g [181].

Meanwhile for the asymmetric E -8T7A, more transitions are allowed, however the ma-

jor contributions are in accordance with its quasi eight-fold symmetry. Table A.2 shows

the energy, wavelength and oscillator strength of the significant contributions of the

main allowed transitions for the unsubstituted 8-mer macrocycles, 8T8A, E–8T7A,

E,E–8T6A and Z,Z–8T6A. The dominant transitions (higher oscillator strength) are

between the same states for all molecules, giving its (quasi)symmetric characteristics.

For the high symmetric 8T8A molecule both major transitions are degenerated.

The oscillator strength f is related to the absorptivity ε by [182]:

f =
4ϵ0mec

e2NA

∫
ε(ν)dν, (A.1)

where ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light, NA is the Avogadro

number, me and e are the mass and charge of the electron, respectively. ε has units of

square meter per mol (m2mol−1). Assuming a Gaussian band shape for the peaks of
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Figure A.2 Molecular orbital energy level diagram for unsubstituted 8T8A.
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Figure A.3 Molecular orbital energy level diagram for unsubstituted E–8T7A.
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Figure A.4 Molecular orbital energy level diagram for unsubstituted Z,Z–8T6A.
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Figure A.5 Molecular orbital energy level diagram for unsubstituted E,E–8T6A.
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Table A.2 Excited states of 8-mers calculated by TD-DFT. Calculated ex-

citation energies, oscillator strengths and major contributions of the main allowed

transitions in 8-mer macrocycles.

Molecule
Energy

(eV)

Wavelength

(nm)

Oscillator

strength
Significant contributionsa

8T8AH 2.9225 424.24 3.0999 H→L+1 (45.8%), H-1→L (44.2%)

2.9225 424.24 3.1002 H→L+2 (45.8%), H-2→L (44.2%)

E–8T7AH 2.3245 533.39 0.0299
H→L (64.8%), H-1→L+1 (15.7%),

H-2→L+2 (14.1%)

2.8869 429.47 3.1423 H→L+1 (49.8%), H-1→L (41.1%)

2.9368 422.17 3.0388 H→L+2 (45.6%), H-2→L (44.5%)

Z,Z–8T6A 2.7861 445.00 1.8222 H→L+1 (46.6%), H-1→L (46.1%)

2.8992 427.65 4.3265 H→L+2 (47.4%), H-2→L (42.5%)

E,E–8T6A 2.7860 445.00 3.2028 H→L+1 (47.9%), H-1→L (44.7%)

2.9014 427.32 2.9715 H→L+2 (45.4%), H-2→L (44.6%)

aH and L mean HOMO and LUMO, respectively. Only transitions that contribute more than 5% are

considered.
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each excitation, then:

ε(ν) = εmexp

[
−1

2

(
ν − νm

σ

)2
]
, (A.2)

where σ is the standard deviation of the peak, centered at νm, and εm is the maximum

values of absorptivity at a frequency νm. Using A.2 to integrate equation A.1 and

solving for εm:

εm =
f

σ

(
e2NA

4
√
2πϵ0mec

)
, (A.3)

which turns A.2 into:

ε(ν) =
f

σ

(
e2NA

4
√
2πϵ0mec

)
exp

[
−1

2

(
ν − νm

σ

)2
]

ε(ν) =
(
6.3762× 1018 L mol−1 cm−1 Hz

) f
σ
exp

[
−1

2

(
ν − νm

σ

)2
] (A.4)

Figure A.6 depicts the theoretical absorptivity calculated using the last equation and

the data from table A.2, a FWHM of 100 nm is assumed, which makes the standard

deviation σ = 42.5 nm or about 70THz. From the wavelengths λmax where the ab-

sorptivity has its maximum value, the optical gap values displayed in table 4.1 are

calculated.
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Figure A.6 Theoretical UV/vis spectra for unsubstituted 8-mers. Theoretical

absorptivity calculated using data in table A.2 and equation A.4 with σ = 42.5 nm.

Dashed lines represents single excitations and solid lines the combination of those

excitations.
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